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Abstract
We study quotients of quasi-affine schemes by unipotent groups over fields of characteristic
0. To do this, we introduce a notion of stability which allows us to characterize exactly when
a principal bundle quotient exists and, together with a cohomological vanishing criterion, to
characterize whether or not the resulting quasi-affine quotient scheme is affine. We completely
analyze the case of Ga-invariant hypersurfaces in a linearGa-representationW ; here the above
characterizations admit simple geometric and algebraic interpretations. As an application,
we produce arbitrary dimensional families of non-isomorphic smooth quasi-affine but not
affine n-dimensional varieties (n ≥ 6) that are contractible in the sense of A1-homotopy
theory. Indeed, existence follows without any computation; yet explicit defining equations
for the varieties depend only on knowing some linear Ga- and SL2- invariants, which, for
a sufficiently large class, we provide. Similarly, we produce infinitely many non-isomorphic
examples in dimensions 4 and 5. Over C, the analytic spaces underlying these varieties are
non-isomorphic, non-Stein, topologically contractible and often diffeomorphic to Cn.
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2 1 Introduction
1 Introduction
History and Motivation
In 1935, J.H.C. Whitehead constructed, as a counterexample to his “proof” of the 3-dimensional
Poincare´ conjecture, the first example of an open (i.e., non-compact and without boundary)
contractible manifold not homeomorphic to a ball (see [Whi35]). Subsequently, D.R. McMillan
produced infinitely many pairwise non-homeomorphic open contractible smooth 3-manifolds (see
[McM62]). Slightly earlier, Mazur and Poenaru had provided examples of contractible open
4-manifolds (Mazur’s examples can be constructed as smooth manifolds, see [Maz61, Poe60]).
Generalizing these constructions, Curtis and Kwun (see [CK65]) showed that there exist infinitely
many pairwise non-homeomorphic, contractible, open n-manifolds for every n ≥ 5, and Glaser
(see [Gla67]) showed that the same result held in dimension 4.
Roughly contemporaneously, geometric topologists began to explore the possibility of “exotic”
PL and smooth structures compatible with the usual topology on Rn. Stallings proved (see
[Sta62]) that if M is an open contractible n-manifold of dimension n ≥ 5, simply connected at
infinity1, thenM is PL-isomorphic to Rn; if furtherM is smooth, thenM is in fact diffeomorphic
to Rn with its usual smooth structure. (This result also follows from the h-cobordism theorem if
n ≥ 6, see [Mil65] §9 Proposition A). In other words, for n ≥ 5, Rn admits, up to the appropriate
notion of isomorphism, unique PL and smooth structures.
Surprisingly, a simple shift in perspective allows one to construct, at least in principle, all
contractible manifolds; this will be the motivating theme of this paper. It follows from results of
McMillan, Zeeman (see [MZ62]) and Stallings (see [Sta62]) that all of the examples just discussed
can be realized as quotients of free Rk actions on Rn+k (for appropriate n and k). In fact, Stallings
(see loc. cit. §4, §5 and Proposition 2.2) shows that any open contractible (PL or smooth) 3-
manifold can be constructed as a quotient of R5 by a free (PL or smooth) R2-action and, more
generally, for any n ≥ 4 any open contractible (PL or smooth) n-manifold can be constructed as
a quotient of Rn+1 by a free (PL or smooth) R-action.2
The na¨ıve algebro-geometric analog of this question is whether all smooth contractible com-
plex algebraic varieties can be constructed as quotients of Cn by the free algebraic action of
a unipotent group. All of the constructions just mentioned are inherently “topological” so it
perhaps came as a shock that a smooth contractible variety, apart from affine space, even exists.
The first example was given by Ramanujam in his landmark paper [Ram71].3 It, together with
the fact that Zariski cancellation holds in dimension 2 (see [Fuj79]), provides a counter-example
to this analog of the question.
Ramanujam’s example was only the tip of the iceberg. Other authors showed that there
1An open manifold M is said to be simply connected at infinity if for every compact subset C ⊂M , there is a
compact subset D such that C ⊂ D ⊂M and M\D is connected and simply connected.
2Strictly speaking, Stallings shows that the product of the manifold with R1 (or R2 when n = 3) is PL-
isomorphic or diffeomorphic to Rn; however, for contractible real manifolds, any Rk-bundle is trivial, so our
statement is equivalent to his, and generalizes well to our algebraic setting.
3Ramanujam proved much more: any smooth, complex algebraic surface whose underlying analytic space is
contractible and simply connected at infinity is necessarily algebraically isomorphic to A2. Ramanujam’s example,
being non-simply connected at infinity, was necessarily not homeomorphic to R4.
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exist many examples of contractible smooth algebraic varieties in every (complex) dimension ≥ 2
(see the beautiful survey [Za˘ı99] for an overview and many more references). In this paper, we
begin a study of contractible algebraic varieties from the standpoint of motivic homotopy theory.
Rather, since topological contractibility only makes sense for varieties defined over fields that
are embeddable in the complex numbers, we have to reformulate the notion of contractibility
appropriately.
Following Morel and Voevodsky (see [MV99]) we view the category of smooth schemes as anal-
ogous to the category of topological spaces with the affine line playing the role of the unit interval
in ordinary topology. Morel and Voevodsky replace the category of (e.g. locally contractible)
topological spaces by the category of (simplicial) Nisnevich sheaves on Sm/k (the category of
smooth manifolds is replaced by the Nisnevich sheaves corresponding to smooth schemes), the
notion of homeomorphism is replaced by isomorphism of smooth schemes and finally, the usual
topological homotopy category is replaced by the Morel-Voevodsky A1-homotopy or “motivic ho-
motopy” category. These analogies are, of course, not perfect (as we shall explain), but hopefully
serve to guide intuition.
Our goal is to study A1-contractible smooth algebraic varieties, i.e. those varieties that are
A1-weakly equivalent to Spec k. Essentially by construction An is A1-contractible. However, we
will see that there are many examples of smooth algebraic varieties, not isomorphic to affine space,
that are A1-contractible. Henceforth, we call such a variety an exotic A1-contractible variety. We
suggest that this notion gives the “correct” algebro-geometric analog of our thematic question,
namely:
Question 1.1. Does every smooth A1-contractible variety arise as a quotient of affine space by
the free action of a unipotent group?
First, however, one needs to produce examples of interesting A1-contractible varieties. We
prove, in this spirit, the following results.
Theorem 1.2 (See Theorem 5.1). For every m ≥ 4, there exists a denumerably infinite collection
of pairwise non-isomorphic m-dimensional exotic A1-contractible varieties, each admitting an
embedding into a smooth affine variety with pure codimension 2 smooth boundary.
Theorem 1.3 (See Theorem 5.3). For every m ≥ 6 and every n ≥ 0:
 there exists a connected n-dimensional scheme S and a smooth morphism f : X −→ S of
relative dimension m, whose fibers over k-points are A1-contractible and quasi-affine, not
affine, and pairwise non-isomorphic.
 The morphism f : X −→ S admits a partial compactification to a flat family f¯ : X −→ S
whose fibers over k-points are smooth affine varieties. Furthermore, for any k-point t ∈ S,
the map Xt → X¯t is an open immersion with a smooth complement of codimension ≥ 2.
In other words, there exist arbitrary dimensional moduli of A1-contractible smooth varieties
in dimension ≥ 6. We stress that these examples are completely explicit and non-pathological.
The families arise in a simple geometric manner: as Ga-quotients of families of Ga-invariant
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hypersurfaces in a fixed linear Ga-representation W . The resulting quotient varieties are com-
plements of smooth codimension 2 subvarieties in smooth hypersurfaces in Spec k[W ]Ga . The
simplest case, for example, is the complement in an affine quadric four-fold (defined by the
vanishing of x1x4 − x2x3 − x5(x5 + 1) in A
5) of an explicit embedded copy of A2 (defined by
x1 = x2 = 0, x5 = −1); see Remark 5.2 for details.
When k = C, we prove that it is impossible to construct exotic A1-contractible varieties
of dimension ≤ 2 by our method (see Claims 5.7 and 5.8). Indeed, there exists a unique up
to isomorphism smooth A1-contractible variety of dimension 1, namely A1. It follows from
results of several authors, that all the examples of A1-contractible smooth surfaces we produce
are necessarily isomorphic to the affine plane. Therefore, only dimension 3 seems mysterious.
In analogy with the topological setting, one may need to use explicit (Ga)
2 actions to study
dimension 3.
The motivic homotopy category of schemes over SpecC, admits a “topological realization
functor” to the usual homotopy category of topological spaces. This realization functor takes
A1-weak equivalences of smooth schemes to ordinary weak equivalences and, in particular, the
topological realization of an A1-contractible smooth variety is a contractible smooth manifold.
We are unable to produce examples of contractible algebraic varieties that are provably not A1-
contractible. Topological intuition encourages us to believe that such varieties exist; however,
“motivic” intuition related to the Hodge conjecture imposes very strong topological restrictions
on any such examples. Summarizing the above discussion, we make the following conjecture.4
Conjecture 1.4. For every m ≥ 3, and every n ≥ 0, there exists a connected n-dimensional
scheme S and a smooth morphism f : X −→ S of relative dimension m, whose fibers are A1-
contractible and for a fixed field k, the fibers of f over k-points of S are all non-isomorphic.
Finally, we claim that the topological characterization “at infinity” of the PL or smooth
structure of Rn for n ≥ 5 gives rise to a natural question: can one give a motivic topological
characterization of affine space? As a first step in this direction, one can try to define a notion
of motivic homology at infinity. One such notion was introduced by Wildeshaus in his paper
“Basic properties of the boundary motive” (see [Wil06]). All exotic A1-contractibles have, via
Poincare´ duality, motivic homology at infinity (in Wildeshaus’ sense) that of a motivic sphere
of appropriate dimension (see Lemma 6.5). A natural question to ask is whether there exists a
good notion of an “A1-singular chain complex at infinity” and of an “A1-fundamental group at
infinity,” analogous to the usual singular chain complex at infinity or the fundamental group at
infinity, that one might use to characterize when an A1-contractible smooth variety is exotic. In
this direction, Morel (see [Mora]) dreams of a “motivic s-cobordism theorem:” a characterization
of affine space as a smooth scheme should be a related consequence.
Contents
As the techniques used in this paper have been introduced fairly recently, we have endeavored
to make the paper as self-contained as possible. We begin, in §2, by making a brief review of
4Note added in proof: we can now produce examples of smooth affine surfaces over C which are topologically
contractible but not A1-contractible.
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A1-contractibility. In particular, we state the main criterion we use to check that a morphism is
an A1-weak equivalence (see Lemma 2.4). In addition, we give the simplest examples of (singu-
lar) A1-contractible algebraic varieties. In §3, we discuss the relevant elements from geometric
invariant theory for non-reductive group actions as developed in [DK07]. In particular, after
reviewing some basic facts about unipotent groups, we discuss a condition characterizing the
existence of principal bundle quotients by unipotent group actions (see Theorems 3.10 and The-
orem 3.14). To keep this section self-contained, we have given complete proofs of all the main
results; the focus here is on quotients of everywhere stable quasi-affine schemes and the material
is essentially orthogonal to that contained in [DK07].
In §4, we study the simplest class of unipotent group actions: Ga-actions. The Jacobsen-
Morozov theorem (see Theorem 4.2) essentially allows us to reduce the study of Ga-actions to
SL2-actions. We completely resolve the question of when the (principal bundle) quotient of
a Ga-invariant hypersurface in a linear Ga-representation is an affine variety, a strictly quasi-
affine variety, or not even a scheme. In particular, we give two explicit characterizations (see
Theorems 4.11 and 4.20) which are used to produce all the examples discussed in §5. One
curious consequence is a natural decomposition of any Ga-invariant function into a sum of an
SL2-invariant function and a Ga-invariant function of a very particular sort; the authors are not
aware of a classical version of this statement in invariant theory (see Theorem 4.20). In §5, we
prove the two theorems stated in the introduction by using a very simple class of Ga-equivariant
linear embeddings of affine space (see Theorems 5.1 and 5.3). We also make a detailed study
of strictly quasi-affine quotients in small dimensions. In §6, we discuss various consequences of
and conjectures related to the notion of A1-contractibility. We emphasize here that the very
existence of the motivic homotopy category allows us to make very strong statements about the
motivic topology of exotic A1-contractible varieties. In particular, we discuss briefly the idea of
motivic topology at infinity. We close in the Appendix (§7) with a summary of the main tools
of the technique of faithfully flat descent, its application to Borel transfer, and the proof of the
quite general and formal Theorem 3.14. Consequences of descent and its applications are utilized
throughout the paper; rather than interrupt the main discussion with technical sidelights, we
have compiled the relevant facts there.
Conventions
Throughout this paper the word “field” will stand for “field of characteristic zero.” The word
“scheme” will mean separated scheme, locally of finite type over a field k, the word “variety” will
mean “reduced scheme of finite type,” and all group schemes will be linear algebraic k-groups.
Given a group scheme G and a scheme X, we will say X is a G-scheme if X admits an algebraic
left G-action; that being said, the geometric quotient of X by G, if it exists as a scheme, will
be written X/G (rather than G\X). The word “free” applied to a G-action on a scheme X will
always mean scheme-theoretically free G-action, i.e. the action morphism G ×X −→ X ×X is
a closed immersion.
If G is a reductive group, and X is a G-scheme which admits a categorical quotient by the
G-action, then we denote this categorical quotient by X//G following the convention due to
Mumford in [MFK94]. Given a group scheme G and a scheme X, a G-torsor (sometimes called a
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principal G-bundle) on X is a triple (P, π,G) consisting of a finite type, faithfully flat morphism
of schemes π : P −→ X, such that the canonical morphism G×P −→ P×P is an isomorphism
onto P ×X P. Observe that with our conventions, in particular separatedness of schemes, it
follows from, e.g., [MFK94] Lemma 0.6 that if (P, π,G) is a G-torsor, then G acts freely on P.
Finally, given a closed immersion group homomorphism of linear algebraic groups H →֒ G
and an H-scheme X, we write G∗HX for the twisted or contracted product; this is the (algebraic
space, see Remark 3.9) quotient of G×X by the free H-action defined by h·(g, x) = (gh−1, h·x).5
If X is quasi-affine we prove in the appendix (see Corollary 7.2 and Remarks 7.3 and 7.6) that
this contracted product exists as a scheme.
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2 Contractibility in topology and algebraic geometry
Let us begin by reviewing some basic notions of A1-homotopy theory. The general references for
the material in this section are [MV99] and [Voe98]. Let Sm/k denote the category of finite type
smooth schemes over k and let Sch/k denote the category of all finite type schemes over k. We
will only use the most basic definitions from [MV99]: the main goals of this section are to explain
Lemma 2.4, to prove Lemma 2.5 that the topological realization of any A1-weak equivalence of
smooth schemes over a field embeddable in C is actually a topological weak equivalence, and to
give a sense for how smooth A1-contractible schemes are different from the singular case. The
reader willing to take these results on faith can proceed directly to the geometric constructions
of the next sections.
5We use this notation in contrast to the common topological convention of writing G ×H X in order to avoid
possible confusion with fiber products. As amalgamated products are never considered in the paper, we hope this
notation will induce no confusion in the reader.
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Spaces
The category Sm/k is not suitable for the purposes of homotopy theory: for example, quotients
by subspaces do not always exist in this category. Equip Sm/k with the Nisnevich topology
and consider the category ShvNis(Sm/k); we refer to objects of this category as spaces. As
the Nisnevich topology is sub-canonical, every representable presheaf is a sheaf. Therefore,
the Yoneda embedding Sm/k −→ ShvNis(Sm/k), which sends a smooth scheme X to the
representable functor U 7→ X(U), is fully faithful. For a possibly non-smooth scheme X, the
functor U 7→ X(U) is also a Nisnevich sheaf and gives a functor Sch/k −→ ShvNis(Sm/k); this
extended functor is not fully faithful as the following example shows.
Example 2.1. Let p and q be coprime integers. Let Xp,q denote the Nisnevich sheaf attached to
the cuspidal curve xp − yq = 0 ⊂ A2. Normalization determines a morphism A1 −→ Xp,q; we
now show that the induced morphism of sheaves is an isomorphism. In fact, the presheaves on
Sm/k associated with these schemes are isomorphic.
The map of sheaves A1 −→ Xp,q is surjective To see this, observe that the normalization of
Xp,q is A
1, and any morphism from a connected test scheme T to Xp,q factors through the nor-
malization. Indeed, any dominant morphism factors through the normalization by the universal
property, and any non-dominant morphism has image a point and can thus be lifted. To show
the map of sheaves A1 −→ Xp,q is injective, we have to show that the diagonal closed immersion
∆ : A1 −→ A1×Xp,q A
1 is surjective and hence identifies A1 with the underlying reduced scheme
of the product. This follows using the fact that the morphism A1 −→ Xp,q is radiciel. We thank
James Parson for explaining this example to us.
A1-weak equivalences
As in topology, it is often convenient to consider categories of simplicial spaces; denote by
∆◦ShvNis(Sm/k) the category of simplicial Nisnevich sheaves. The motivic homotopy category
can be constructed from either the category ShvNis(Sm/k) or ∆
◦ShvNis(Sm/k) by localizing
at the class of A1-weak equivalences. For a precise definition of A1-weak equivalence see [MV99]
§2.2 Definitions 2.1 and 2.2 and §2.3 Proposition 3.14. Roughly speaking, for every sheaf X,
we invert the projection morphism X × A1 −→ X. This localization forces many additional
morphisms to be weak equivalences. Let us now give some examples of A1-weak equivalences.
We let i0 : Speck −→ A
1 and i1 : Spec k −→ A
1 denote the inclusion of k-rational points
0 and 1. Given a pair of spaces X and Y and two morphisms f, g : X −→ Y , an elementary
A1-homotopy from f to g is a morphism H : X ×A1 −→ Y such that H ◦ i0 = f and H ◦ i1 = g.
The morphisms f and g are said to be A1-homotopic if they can be connected by a finite sequence
of elementary A1-homotopies. Finally a morphism f : X −→ Y is said be a strict A1-homotopy
equivalence if there exists a morphism g : Y −→ X such that f ◦ g and g ◦ f are A1-homotopic
to IdX and IdY .
Lemma 2.2 ([MV99] §2.3 Lemma 3.6). Any strict A1-homotopy equivalence is an A1-weak
equivalence.
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Definition 2.3. A space X is said to be A1-contractible if the structure morphism X −→ Spec k
is an A1-weak equivalence. A smooth A1-contractible scheme not isomorphic to affine space will
be called an exotic A1-contractible scheme.
Lemma 2.4 ([MV99] §3.2 Example 2.3). Let π : Y −→ X be a Zariski locally trivial, smooth
morphism of smooth schemes with A1-contractible fibers. Then π is an A1-weak equivalence.
Comparison with topological contractibility
We now explain the relation between A1-contractibility and the usual topological weak equiva-
lences when k is a field that admits an embedding into C. We follow the discussion of [DI04];
let T op denote the category of all topological spaces with continuous maps as morphisms. The
usual notion of open set endows T op with the structure of a Grothendieck site. We let H denote
the usual homotopy category of topological spaces.
Consider the site Sm/CNis. Dugger shows (see [Dug01] Proposition 8.1) how to construct
a model category U(Sm/CNis)A1 that is Quillen equivalent to the Morel-Voevodsky category
(and hence the resulting homotopy categories are isomorphic). Given a smooth C-scheme X, the
assignment X −→ X(C) sending X to its set of complex points equipped with the usual topology
extends to an adjoint pair of Quillen functors from U(Sm/CNis)A1 to T op. In particular, any
such functor preserves weak equivalences of cofibrant objects. We let tC denote the induced
functor of homotopy categories. The next result then follows from the fact that representable
sheaves are cofibrant objects in U(Sm/CNis)A1 .
Lemma 2.5. If f : X −→ Y is a morphism of smooth schemes which is an A1-weak equivalence,
then the induced map tC(f) : X(C) −→ Y (C) is a topological weak equivalence. In particular, if
X is any A1-contractible smooth scheme, then X(C) is a contractible topological space.
Contracting Gm-actions and singular A
1-contractible varieties
A natural way to produce explicit strict A1-homotopy equivalences is to consider Gm-actions. If
X is a variety equipped with an algebraic Gm-action such that there is a unique closed Gm-orbit
that is a fixed-point, then one expects X to be contractible since, from the standpoint of Morse
theory, all points “flow toward the fixed points.” More generally, suppose T is a k-torus acting on
a scheme X with a unique closed T -orbit that is furthermore a fixed point (which is necessarily
a k-rational point). In this case, we will say that X admits a contracting T -action.
Remark 2.6. Suppose T is a k-split torus. If X is an affine T -scheme equipped with a contracting
T -action, then X is an A1-contractible scheme.
To see this, observe that the inclusion of the T -fixed point determines a T -equivariant mor-
phism ι : Speck −→ X and the structure morphism X −→ Speck (equivalently the categorical
quotient morphism X −→ Speck[X]T ) is a T -equivariant morphism as well.
Choose a “generic” one-parameter subgroup µ : Gm −→ T that has the same fixed-point
locus as T (we can do this because T is split). Such a choice allows us to reduce to the case
where T = Gm. Consider the induced action morphism µ : Gm ×X −→ X. We claim that the
action morphism µ : Gm × X −→ X extends to a morphism µ¯ : A
1 × X −→ X. This follows
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from results of Hesselink on the existence of the concentrator scheme (see [Hes81] Defn. 4.2 and
5.5).
Finally, let us show that µ¯ defines an elementary A1-homotopy between the identity map Id :
X −→ X and the composite map X −→ Speck
ι
−→ X. The structure morphism X −→ Spec k
is an A1-weak equivalence by Lemma 2.2, and therefore, by Definition 2.3, X is A1-contractible.
Example 2.7. Consider the linear action of Gm on A
n with weights a1, . . . , an. Assume further
that each of the ai is a strictly positive integer. Then any closed Gm-stable subvariety necessarily
has the origin as the unique Gm-fixed point and hence satisfies the hypotheses of Remark 2.6.
It follows from Example 2.1 that the case n = 2 only produces examples isomorphic as spaces to
affine space.
Example 2.8. By Luna’s slice theorem (see [Lun73] III.1 Corollaire 2), every smooth affine Gm-
variety with a contracting Gm-action is necessarily Gm-equivariantly isomorphic to a vector
space endowed with a linear Gm-action. Therefore, A
1-contractible smooth varieties constructed
by means of Remark 2.6 are scheme-theoretically isomorphic to affine space.
Example 2.9. Note that the assumption that X is affine is necessary in the statement of Remark
2.6 as the following example shows. Take P1 with the usual Gm-action and consider the quotient
that identifies the two Gm-fixed points. The resulting variety is non-normal (though semi-
normal), and admits a Gm-action that has a unique closed orbit that is a Gm-fixed point. One
can check that this scheme is not A1-contractible.
3 Stability for unipotent groups
In this section, we investigate a general technique for studying quasi-affine schemes that have
the structure of a U -torsor over some base (where U is a unipotent k-group). We use a notion
of stability for U -actions in the spirit of the geometric invariant theory for reductive groups
(see 3.4). We begin by recalling some general facts about unipotent groups. Then we prove
the basic results about stability and in particular about “everywhere stable actions” on quasi-
affine schemes (see Definition 3.8 and Theorem 3.10). We present, following Greuel-Pfister and
Kambayashi-Miyanishi-Takeuchi, a characterization of when the quotient of an affine U -scheme
is affine (see Theorem 3.14) but defer the proof to the Appendix, as it uses different language
than the body of the paper (see §7). Taken together, these results give a way to characterize
when quotients of an affine variety are affine, quasi-affine, or not even a scheme; Corollary 3.18
summarizes the results and suggests how they apply to constructing A1-contractible schemes.
Unipotent groups and a key lemma
Let U be a connected unipotent group over k. Recall the following structure theorem; this is the
essential ingredient in understanding the structure of U -torsors.
Theorem 3.1 (Lazard (see [KMT74] Theorem 8.0)). Let U be a connected unipotent k-group.
Then U admits an increasing filtration Fi(U) by closed subgroups with successive quotients
Fi(U)/Fi−1(U) ∼= Ga.
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Corollary 3.2 (Grothendieck). Let X be a k-scheme and let U be a connected unipotent k-group.
Then all U -torsors on X are Zariski locally trivial.
We defer the proof of this result to the appendix (see §7).
Key Lemma 3.3. Let U be a connected unipotent group. Suppose U acts freely on an A1-
contractible finite type smooth scheme X such that a geometric quotient π : X −→ X/U exists
as a scheme. Then X/U is smooth and A1-contractible.
Proof. It follows from [MFK94] Proposition 0.9, that in this situation the triple (X,π,U) is
a U -torsor. We know that π is a Zariski locally trivial morphism by Corollary 3.2. Under our
assumptions, unipotent groups are isomorphic to affine spaces, the fibers of π are thus isomorphic
to affine spaces and are hence A1-contractible. If X and X/U are smooth, then π is an A1-weak
equivalence by Lemma 2.4. Since X is A1-contractible by assumption, the result would follow.
One need only observe that given a U -torsor X −→ X/U , with X/U a scheme, X is smooth if
and only if X/U is smooth.
Stability and U-torsors
Next, we discuss how to construct principal bundle quotients of actions of unipotent groups using
elements of the geometric invariant theory for non-reductive groups studied by the second author
and F. Kirwan in [DK07]. In particular, we will show that quotients satisfying the hypotheses
of Lemma 3.3 abound. Suppose U is a connected unipotent group. Any such group can be
realized as a closed subgroup of a reductive group G; in fact every unipotent group is isomorphic
to a closed subgroup of GLn for n sufficiently large. Let i : U →֒ G denote the corresponding
closed immersion group homomorphism. We can now define a notion of stability for actions of
unipotent groups using the corresponding notion for reductive groups.
Let X be a quasi-affine U -scheme. Consider the contracted product scheme G ∗U X (which
exists by Corollary 7.2 and Remark 7.3) with structure sheaf OG∗UX . In this scenario, there is a
canonical closed immersion ι : X →֒ G ∗U X which sends a point x ∈ X to the point [e, x]. If the
character group X∗(G) is trivial (e.g., G is semi-simple), then OG∗UX actually admits a canonical
G-linearization. For us it is convenient to always work with the G-linearization associated with
the trivial character. We can then make the following definition.
Definition 3.4. A geometric point x ∈ X is stable, denoted x ∈ Xs, if for every reductive group
G, and every closed immersion group homomorphism i : U →֒ G, the geometric point [e, x] = ι(x)
is a (properly) stable point in the sense of Mumford (see [MFK94]) of G ∗U X with respect to
the G-linearized sheaf OG∗UX , where the linearization is given by the trivial character.
Remark 3.5. In the above definition, we can replace the unipotent group U by any linear algebraic
group. In addition, the set of stable points is the set of geometric points of an open subscheme of
X; the notation Xs refers to this open subscheme. As noted in [MFK94] Proposition 1.14, if K/k
is a field extension, then we have an identification XsK
∼= Xsk ×k K so that stability is preserved
under field extensions. We will therefore often make arguments by passing to an algebraic closure
and then applying Galois descent; note that this is a special case of the descent theory described
in Theorem 7.1.
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Our definition of stability is intrinsic to the U -action on X, but it is not a priori obvious that
the set of stable points on X is ever non-empty. We now show that to check whether a point is
stable, it suffices to check stability for a single reductive group.
Lemma 3.6 (Doran-Kirwan (compare [DK07] Lemma 5.1.6)). Given a reductive group G, a
closed embedding group homomorphism i : U →֒ G and a geometric point x ∈ X, the point
ι(x) = [e, x] in G ∗U X is stable with respect to the linearization corresponding to the trivial
character, if and only if it is semi-stable in the sense of Mumford with respect to the same
linearization; i.e. (G ∗U X)
s = (G ∗U X)
ss.
Proof. LetO be a U -orbit of geometric points inX such thatG∗UO is strictly semi-stable, i.e., lies
in the locally closed subscheme Xss \Xs. Consequently G∗U O is a G-orbit in the complement of
a G-stable affine hypersurface defined by a G-invariant polynomial F (i.e., G∗U O ⊂ (G∗U X)F ),
and furthermore is either closed of non-maximal dimension or not closed in (G∗U X)F . In either
case, there is a unique closed orbit (G ∗U O
′) in the closure of G ∗U O in (G ∗U X)F that is
of non maximal dimension. Now, a closed sub-scheme of an affine scheme is affine, and hence
the G-orbit (G ∗U O
′) is necessarily affine; this means any point y ∈ G ∗U O
′ necessarily has
strictly positive dimensional reductive stabilizer group. However, the stabilizer group of y must
be conjugate to a subgroup of U and is therefore unipotent as well; it follows that the stabilizer
group is in fact trivial, which is a contradiction. Thus such an O does not exist.
Proposition 3.7 (Doran-Kirwan (compare [DK07] Proposition 5.1.8)). A geometric point x ∈ X
is stable if and only if, for any fixed reductive group G, together with a fixed closed embedding
group homomorphism i : U →֒ G, the point ι(x) = [e, x] in G∗UX is (properly) stable in the sense
of Mumford with respect to the linearization on OG∗UX corresponding to the trivial character of
G.
Proof. By Lemma 3.6 it suffices to show that if G1 and G2 are two reductive groups both
containing U that the intersections ι1(X) ∩ (G1 ∗U X)
ss and ι2(X) ∩ (G2 ∗U X)
ss co-incide. By
definition, a point y in Gi ∗U X is semi-stable if and only if it is contained in a Gi-invariant open
affine (Gi ∗U X)F , for F a Gi-invariant function in k[Gi ∗U X].
Fix a reductive group G containing both G1 and G2 (e.g. G1×G2). Using the Borel transfer
(see §7), we have isomorphisms:
k[G ∗U X]
G ∼−→ k[Gi ∗U X]
Gi ∼−→ k[X]U .
If f is a U -invariant, we let Fi be the corresponding Gi-invariants in k[Gi ∗U X] and F the
corresponding G-invariant in k[G ∗U X] obtained by the transfer isomorphisms. It follows that
ι1(x) ∈ (G1 ∗U X)F1 if and only if ι2(x) ∈ (G2 ∗U X)F2 . It suffices then to check that the
hypersurface complement (G1 ∗U X)F1 is affine if and only if (G2 ∗U X)F2 . To do this, one need
only check that (Gi ∗U X)Fi is affine if and only if (G ∗U X)F is affine.
Now, since G∗UX = G∗Gi (Gi∗UX) we know that G∗UX has the structure of an e´tale locally
trivial fiber space over G/Gi. Therefore, using the transfer isomorphism we have an identification
(G ∗U X)F = G ∗Gi (Gi ∗U X)Fi . As Gi is reductive, G/Gi is affine by Matsushima’s theorem.
The projection onto the first factor makes G ∗Gi (Gi ∗U X)Fi an e´tale locally trivial fiber bundle
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over the affine variety G/Gi with fibers isomorphic to (Gi ∗U X)Fi . By Corollary 7.5, the result
follows.
Definition 3.8. Suppose a linear algebraic group U acts on a quasi-affine scheme X. We say
that the action is everywhere stable if every geometric point of X is stable, i.e., if X = Xs.
Remark 3.9. Artin has shown (see [Art74] 6.3 Corollary) that if an affine algebraic group G acts
freely on a scheme X that a quotient of X by G exists as an algebraic space. In particular, if a
unipotent group acts everywhere stably on a quasi-affine scheme X, the proof of Theorem 3.10
will show that the action is in fact free. We also give an example of a free action of a unipotent
group on an affine scheme for which the geometric quotient is an algebraic space but not a scheme
(in particular, the action is not everywhere stable, see 3.16).
Theorem 3.10 (Doran-Kirwan (compare [DK07] Theorem 5.3.1)). Let U be a connected unipo-
tent group and suppose X is a finite type quasi-affine U -scheme. The action of U on X is
everywhere stable if and only if the quotient morphism π : X −→ X/U is a U -torsor with X/U a
quasi-affine scheme. In this case, the scheme X/U can be realized as an open subscheme of the
scheme Speck[X]U . If furthermore X is a variety, then X/U is a variety as well.
Proof. First, note that any finite subgroup of a connected unipotent group over a characteristic
zero field is trivial. Since the U -action on X is everywhere stable, it is proper. Since U has no
finite subgroups, the U -action on X is set-theoretically free as well. By Lemma 3.11 the U -action
on X is free.
Note that since U acts everywhere stably on X, G acts everywhere stably on G ∗U X; by
the discussion of the previous paragraph, G must actually act freely on G ∗U X. Since G acts
everywhere stably on G ∗U X, we know by [MFK94] Chapter 1 Theorem 1.10 that a geometric
quotient G∗UX/G exists as a scheme and because the G-action is free, it follows that the quotient
morphism q : G ∗U X −→ G ∗U X/G is a G-torsor.
We begin with the forward implication. We claim that G ∗U X/G is in fact a geometric
quotient of X by U , so that we have G ∗U X/G
∼
−→ X/U as schemes.
Since G∗UX/G is a geometric quotient by G, it follows that k-points in G∗UX/G correspond
bijectively to G-orbits in G∗U X. By faithfully flat descent (see 7.5), closed G-stable subschemes
of G∗UX are in bijection with closed U -stable subschemes of X. Therefore, k-points of G∗UX/G
are in bijection with U -orbits in X. Next, q : G ∗U X −→ G ∗U X/G is a submersive morphism
hence a subscheme V ⊂ G∗U X/G is open if and only if q
−1(V ) is open in G∗U X. Now, q
−1(V )
is a G-stable open and hence corresponds to a U -stable open of X (again by Corollary 7.5), and
agrees with π−1(V ) by definition. Finally if ι : X −→ G∗UX, we note by Corollary 7.2 combined
with [SGA71] Expose VIII Cor. 1.9, that q∗(OG∗UX)
G ∼= π∗(OX )
U . Therefore, G ∗U X/G is in
fact a geometric quotient of X by U , and we will write X/U and G ∗U X/G interchangeably
henceforth.
Now we observe that X −→ X/U is in fact a U -torsor. Indeed, G∗UX −→ X/U is a G-torsor
over X/U . By pull-back the scheme G×X is a G×U -torsor over X/U . Therefore, by faithfully
flat descent, X is a U -torsor over X/U . (In fact, the same argument shows that X −→ X/U is
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a U -torsor if and only if G ∗U X −→ G ∗U X/G is a G-torsor.) Since X −→ X/U is a U -torsor
it is necessarily an affine morphism.
Let us now check that X/U is in fact a quasi-affine scheme. To do this we check that G ∗U X
embeds G-equivariantly in an affine scheme G ∗U X such that G ∗U X/G →֒ G ∗U X//G. We
can pick a finite set S of G-invariant functions in k[G ∗U X] such that given geometric points
x, y ∈ G ∗U X if there exists some G-invariant function f such f(x) 6= f(y) then in fact we can
find f ′ ∈ S such that f ′(x) 6= f ′(y); this follows from the fact that G ∗U X is of finite type (see
Corollary 7.5). We then consider the morphism G ∗U X −→ A
k defined by the functions fi ∈ S.
By definition, this gives an embedding G ∗U X/G into Spec k[f1, . . . , fn]. We denote this closure
by G ∗U X//G, and this identifies X/U as a quasi-affine scheme.
Now, for the reverse direction, suppose X −→ X/U is a principal bundle quotient. For any
G-invariant function F , the induced morphism (G ∗U X)F −→ (G ∗U X)F /G is necessarily a
principal G-bundle, and if f denotes the U -invariant in k[X] corresponding to F , Xf −→ Xf/U
is a U -torsor. If Xf/U is affine, then (G ∗U X)F /G is necessarily affine. Therefore, if x is a
geometric point of Xf , ι(x) = [e, x] is a geometric point of (G ∗U X)F . Therefore, ι(x) = [e, x] is
semi-stable in the sense of Mumford. The result follows then by Lemma 3.6.
Zariski’s Main Theorem shows that we have an open immersion iG : G∗UX/G →֒ Speck[G∗U
X/G]. By properties of a geometric quotient, Speck[G ∗U X/G]
∼
−→ Spec k[G ∗U X]
G; we thus
obtain a morphism X/U →֒ Spec k[X]U , which is a fortiori an open immersion because iG has
the same property. It follows that the scheme theoretic image of X under π is a variety which is
an open subscheme of Spec k[X]U .
Lemma 3.11. If G is a linear algebraic group acting properly and set-theoretically freely on a
scheme X, then the action is free.
Proof. We must show that the action map G×X −→ X×X is a closed embedding. By definition
of properness of an action, the action map is proper and quasi-finite and thus finite. Since the
stabilizers are trivial, it is unramified so it is an embedding. Finally, the map is injective on
geometric points and hence an embedding.
Remark 3.12. Observe that Theorem 3.10 implies that the quotient of an everywhere stable
action of a unipotent group U on a strictly quasi-affine scheme X (i.e. quasi-affine but not
affine) is necessarily strictly quasi-affine. Indeed, the morphism X −→ X/U is affine and so if
X/U were affine, since the composite of two affine morphisms is affine, this would mean that X
was affine.
Remark 3.13. Assume that X is an A1-contractible smooth affine scheme (e.g. An). By Lemma
3.3, if X admits an everywhere stable action of a unipotent group, the quotient X/U exists as a
scheme and is smooth and A1-contractible. If the quotient X/U is not affine, then it cannot be
isomorphic to affine space, and so is an exotic A1-contractible scheme.
Combining the above remarks, if X is an affine scheme equipped with an everywhere stable
U -action, we would like a criterion which characterizes when the quotient is an affine scheme.
There is an effective cohomological criterion for this, which we adapt from a theorem of Greuel
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and Pfister (see [GP93] Theorem 3.10) or earlier by Kambayashi, Miyanishi and Takeuchi (see
[KMT74] Theorem 7.1.1). To state the result, we need some notation.
Let u denote the Lie algebra corresponding to U ; it is necessarily nilpotent. The exponential
map then defines an algebraic isomorphism exp : u
∼
−→ U . Now, specifying a U -action on an
affine k-scheme X is equivalent to giving a map U →֒ Autk(X). Such an action determines a
Lie algebra homomorphism u −→ Derk(k[X]). The image of this map necessarily consists of
locally nilpotent derivations. Conversely, a unipotent group action can be specified completely
by giving a set of locally nilpotent derivations generating the u-action. The following theorem is
extremely useful, but we defer the proof to the appendix (see §7).
Theorem 3.14. Suppose X is an affine scheme equipped with an action of a connected unipotent
group U . The following conditions are equivalent:
i) The quotient map π : X −→ X/U is a U -torsor and π induces an isomorphism X/U ∼=
Spec(k[X]U ), i.e. X/U is an affine scheme.
ii) The Lie algebra cohomology H1(u,Γ(X,OX )) = 0.
iii) The quotient map X −→ X/U is a trivial U -torsor over the affine scheme X/U .
Example 3.15. Consider the situation where X is an affine Ga-scheme. Then the condition
H1(ga, k[X]) = 0 can be made more explicit. Let D be the locally nilpotent derivation defining
the action of ga on k[X]. Then, the ga-cohomology of k[X] can be computed as the cohomology
of the Chevalley complex:
Hom(k, k[X])
δ
−→ Hom(ga, k[X])
where the differential δ is defined by δ(ω)(f) = ω(Df). Because H1(ga, k[X]) = Coker(δ), we
know that H1(ga, k[X]) = 0 only if δ is surjective. Therefore, viewing D as a map k[X] −→ k[X],
H1(ga, k[X]) is zero if and only if 1 ∈ Im(D). If 1 ∈ Im(D), an element s ∈ k[X] such that
D(s) = 1 is sometimes called a slice. Assuming k[X]Ga is finitely generated, one can give an
algorithm to determine whether or not 1 ∈ Im(D).
Spaces of actions
Before we proceed, let us summarize the state of unipotent group quotients as it now stands
for us. Fix an affine scheme X and a unipotent group U whose associated Lie algebra is u.
Consider the set of locally nilpotent derivations Derlnk (k[X]); this set is not in general a k-vector
space. Nevertheless, specifying a U -action on X is equivalent to specifying a Lie sub-algebra of
Derk(k[X]) isomorphic to u that consists of locally nilpotent derivations. We will pay special
attention to the case U = Ga, where the set of actions of Ga on X is equivalent to the set
Derlnk (k[X]). We have the following schematic.
H1(u, k[X]) = 0 actions ⊂ everywhere stable actions ⊂ free actions ⊂ actions
Thus, the inclusions above correspond to quotients which are:
affine varieties (geometric quotient) ⊂ quasi-affine varieties (geometric quotient)
⊂ algebraic spaces (geometric quotient) ⊂ categorical quotient needn’t exist
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What is more, each inclusion above is strict, in that we can give examples in each class not
lying in the previous class. Indeed, in principle there are “algorithms” to detect which case holds.
The rest of the paper will be devoted to studying the first two inclusions, so let us give examples
of the other two; indeed, to show how widespread these phenomena are, we give examples for
Ga-actions on affine space A
5.
Example 3.16. We now construct a free action of Ga on an affine variety, in fact A
5, for which
a quotient exists only as an algebraic space. The rough idea, which we do not justify here, is
to find a Ga-invariant subvariety X of a linear Ga-representation W such that (i) the action
is free, (ii) it has an open subset of stable points and (iii) it has a positive dimensional subset
of unstable points (i.e., points where all homogeneous invariants vanish). All of these can be
explicitly checked. Here is one such construction, which recovers the example due to Deveney
and Finston [DF95].
Let V be the 2-dimensional representation of Ga defined by the usual embedding of Ga into
SL2 as strictly lower triangular matrices with ones along the diagonal. LetW = V ⊕V ⊕Sym
3V ∼=
A8 with coordinates w1, . . . w8. Let X ∼= A
5 be presented as a codimension 3 closed subvariety
with defining equations w5 = 2w1w
2
3, w6 = 2w1w3w4, and w7 = 1 + w1w
2
4. One can check the
action on X is proper and set-theoretically free; hence, it is free. It has a 3-dimensional subspace,
determined by w1 = w3 = 0, in the “unstable” locus.
Example 3.17. Let V be the 2-dimensional representation of Ga defined by the usual embedding
of Ga into SL2 as strictly lower triangular matrices with ones along the diagonal. Consider the
Ga-action on Sym
4V ∼= A5. Then a categorical quotient of Sym4V by the Ga-action does not
exist. In particular, there are not enough invariants to separate any closed orbits occurring in
certain families. So the “quotient” with respect to invariants turns out to just be a constructible
set, albeit sitting in a slightly larger canonical quasi-affine variety. If a categorical quotient Y
of X by a group U exists, then the quotient morphism X → Y must be surjective; thus here
a categorical quotient can not exist. See [DK07] Section 6 for details (in the projective case,
although the arguments are the same). Note that if G is a reductive group and X is an affine
G-scheme, then while similar “dimensional collapsing” phenomena still occur, the morphism
X → Speck[X]G is always surjective, so this problem involving constructible sets never occurs.
In summary, the following corollary of the above theorems is computationally effective:
Corollary 3.18. Suppose a unipotent group U acts freely on a finite type smooth affine scheme
X.
i) The algebraic space quotient X/U is a smooth quasi-affine scheme if and only if the action
of U on X is everywhere stable.
ii) The algebraic space X/U is an affine scheme if and only if H1(u, k[X]) = 0 in which
case k[X/U ] = Speck[X]U , i.e. X −→ Spec k[X]U is surjective; and k[X]U is necessarily
finitely generated.
iii) Assume further that the action of U on X is everywhere stable. If H1(u, k[X]) is non-zero,
then the smooth scheme X/U has complement of codimension ≥ 2 in Spec k[X]U .
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iv) Given a unipotent group U and two everywhere stable actions of U on X, the resulting
quotients X/U are A1-weakly equivalent. If X is an A1-contractible variety, then X/U is
an A1-contractible variety. If H1(u, k[X]) is non-trivial, then X/U is not isomorphic to
affine space.
Proof. The only statement that doesn’t follow immediately from Theorems 3.10, 3.14 and Lem-
mas 3.3 and 2.4 is (iii). Again by Theorems 3.14 (i) and 3.10 (i) we can assume that the morphism
j : X/U −→ Speck[X]U is an open embedding and not an isomorphism.
Note that since X is smooth and finite type we know that k[X] is normal. Whether or not
k[X]U is finitely generated, it is equal to the intersection of k[X] and k(X)U in k(X) and is
hence by [Bou98] Example VII.1.3 (4) a Krull domain. By [Bou98] VII.1.6 Theorem 4, k[X]U is
therefore equal to the intersection of its localizations at height 1 prime ideals.
We will show that pull-back j∗ : k[X]U −→ Γ(X/U,OX/U ) is a k-algebra isomorphism if
and only if X/U has complement of codimension ≥ 2 in Speck[X]U . If X/U has complement
of codimension ≥ 2 in Spec k[X]U , any element f ∈ Γ(X/U,OX/U ) extends uniquely to k[X]
U .
Indeed, this follows because any such f can be viewed as an element of every localization of
k[X]U at a height 1 prime ideal. Conversely, assume X/U has complement of codimension 1.
This means that the complement of X/U in Speck[X]U contains a non-trivial height 1 prime
ideal and hence there exists an element f ∈ Γ(X/U,OX/U ) not an element of k[X]
U .
As in the proof of Theorem 3.14, since the quotient morphism is a faithfully flat and affine
morphism, and X is affine, we can identify H i(X/U,OX/U ) with H
i(U,Γ(X,OX )) (again use the
C˘ech resolution just prior to the proof of Theorem 3.14 in §7). By taking i = 0, this identification
gives an isomorphism Γ(X/U,OX/U ) ∼= k[X]
U . Combining this with the previous paragraph we
see that X/U always has complement of codimension ≥ 2 in Spec k[X]U .
4 Quotients of invariant hypersurfaces
In this section, we focus on the study of quotients of Ga-invariant hypersurfaces in affine spaces
of the form A(W ) where W carries a k-rational representation of Ga; we will say that the
corresponding Ga-action on A(W ) is linear (and similarly for more general groups). Henceforth,
we abuse notation and write W for the affine space A(W ). In this section we give a geometric
characterization (see Theorem 4.11) of when a Ga-invariant hypersurface X in W admits the
structure of a Ga-torsor over an affine or strictly quasi-affine base X/Ga. Furthermore, we
characterize the corresponding form of the polynomial f defining X; all of the information is
encoded in invariant and covariant theory for SL2 (see Theorem 4.20). As a simple consequence
we will see that k[X]Ga is finitely generated (see Corollary 4.13) in this situation; however, for
X of higher codimension, we note this finite generation statement fails (see Remark 4.14). In
the case of strictly quasi-affine X/Ga we determine the boundary locus in Spec k[X]
Ga .
Constructing everywhere stable actions
Let us first describe the method by which we shall produce varieties with everywhere stable
actions of unipotent groups. Suppose U is a unipotent group and G is any reductive group for
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which U is a closed subgroup. Note that any affine U -variety X embeds as a closed subscheme
of a finite dimensional k-rational U -representation W . As the embedding f : X −→ W is
U -equivariant and closed, it follows from Corollary 7.5 that the induced morphism
G ∗U f : G ∗U X −→ G ∗U W
is a closed immersion as well.
It can be shown that every everywhere stable affine U -variety can be U -equivariantly embed-
ded as a closed subscheme of the scheme W s for some finite dimensional U -representation W ,
but as we will not use this fact, we do not prove it here. Instead, the following lemma is our
main tool in construction of everywhere stable actions.
Lemma 4.1. Suppose W is a linear U -representation and X is a quasi-affine U -stable subscheme
of W contained in W s. Then the U -action on X is everywhere stable.
Proof. By Corollary 7.5, the U -equivariant quasi-affine morphism f : X →֒ W induces a quasi-
affine morphism G ∗U f : G ∗U X →֒ G ∗U W (which is also locally closed). By the theorem
hypothesis together with definition 3.4, we see that G∗U X →֒ (G∗U W )
s where (G∗U W )
s is the
set of stable points for the G-action on G∗UW . We may then apply Proposition 1.18 of [MFK94]
to conclude that the intersection G ∗U X ∩ (G ∗U W )
s is contained in the locus (G ∗U X)
s. We
can identify the first intersection with G ∗U (W
s ∩ X) by the definition of stability for U . By
assumption, W s ∩X = X and hence X = Xs so that the U -action on X is everywhere stable by
Definition 3.8.
We will henceforth abuse terminology and refer to any U -stable quasi-affine subvariety X of
W s for a linear U -representationW as an everywhere stable subvariety ofW . In the sequel, we will
be interested in everywhere stable hypersurfaces, i.e., U -stable codimension 1 closed subvarieties
of W contained in W s.
Linear Representations
Consider Ga as a closed subgroup of SL2 via the homomorphism defined by sending x 7→
(
1 0
x 1
)
.
Given a k-rational representation W of Ga, linearity has the following extremely useful conse-
quence.
Theorem 4.2 (Jacobsen-Morozov (see e.g. [AKO02] Theorem 19.5.1)). Given a linear Ga-
representation on a vector space W , i.e. a morphism ρ : Ga −→ GL(W ), there exists a fac-
torization of ρ as the composite Ga →֒ SL2
ρ′
−→ GL(W ). Briefly, we will say that any linear
Ga-representation ρ extends to a linear representation of SL2.
Remark 4.3. If the Ga-action on W admits, in Jordan canonical form, a single Jordan block,
then this extension is canonical (once given the closed embedding Ga →֒ SL2 as above). If there
are multiple blocks, then there is a choice of relative scaling amongst the blocks for the action
of the maximal torus Gm ⊂ SL2 of diagonal matrices. It is important to note that the above
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extension induces a bijection between the isomorphism classes of indecomposable representations
of Ga and SL2. Fix a Ga-representation W and any pair of extensions to SL2 representations.
The resulting SL2-representations are necessarily isomorphic, as they have the same underlying
sets of irreducibles, but this isomorphism is non-canonical. For a much more complete discussion
of functoriality in the Jacobsen-Morozov theorem, see [AKO02] §19 and especially Thm. 19.5.1.
As in §3, consider the inclusion ι : W →֒ SL2 ∗Ga W . Since the Ga-action on W extends
to a SL2-action, the product of the projection SL2 ∗Ga W −→ SL2/Ga and the action map
SL2 ∗Ga W −→ W defines a canonical isomorphism SL2 ∗Ga W
∼= SL2/Ga ×W . Furthermore,
SL2/Ga is the complement of 0 in the affine space V where V is the standard representation of
SL2. The point e ∈ SL2/Ga then corresponds to the vector
(
0
1
)
in V .
Lemma 4.4. The composite map
W →֒ SL2/Ga ×W →֒ V ×W.
determines (by pull-back) an isomorphism k[V ×W ]SL2
∼
−→ k[W ]Ga . In addition, k[W ]Ga is a
finitely generated k-algebra.
Proof. The inclusion SL2/Ga →֒ V has complement of codimension 2, hence SL2/Ga ×W has
complement of codimension 2 in V × W . By normality of V × W , restriction determines an
isomorphism of k-algebras k[V ×W ]
∼
−→ k[SL2/Ga×W ], and hence gives an isomorphism after
taking SL2-invariants. Finally, we get an isomorphism k[W ]
Ga ∼= k[SL2/Ga ×W ]
SL2 by Borel
transfer (see §7). To conclude we note that k[V ×W ]SL2 is finitely generated by Nagata’s theorem
on finite generation of rings of invariants under reductive group actions.
We now discuss stability in W . By Proposition 3.7, stability for the Ga-action on W is
independent of the factorization ρ′ of ρ : Ga −→ GL(W ) through SL2. Therefore, we may
extend the Ga-representation on W to an SL2-representation in such a way that the maximal
torus of diagonal matrices Gm ⊂ SL2 acts with equal weights on each indecomposable summand
of the representation W .
Note that the stable set for the SL2-action on V ×W can be determined with the Hilbert-
Mumford numerical criterion (see [MFK94] Theorem 2.1). In fact, because the inclusion SL2/Ga×
W →֒ V × W is a quasi-affine morphism, it follows from Proposition 1.18 of [MFK94] that
the geometric points of (SL2/Ga × W ) ∩ (V × W )
s are a subset of the geometric points of
(SL2/Ga × W )
s. This distinguishes a subset of stable points on W via restriction from the
closed immersion ι :W → SL2/Ga×W . Again, this set of geometric points necessarily underlies
an open subscheme of W which we denote by W s¯. This definition, coupled with a Hilbert-
Mumford criterion computation, yields the following Lemma, which is sufficient for the uses of
stability of this paper.
Lemma 4.5. The set W s¯ is an open subscheme of W s. It is the complement in W of the union
of linear coordinate subspaces defined by the vanishing of any coordinate with positive weight
relative to the action of the central torus Gm of SL2.
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Suppose that X is a closed Ga-stable subvariety of W . Then we obtain an induced morphism
SL2 ∗Ga X →֒ SL2 ∗Ga W such that the following diagram commutes:
X //

SL2 ∗Ga X

W // SL2 ∗Ga W
∼ // SL2/Ga ×W.
In particular, we can view SL2 ∗Ga X as a locally closed subvariety of V ×W .
Lemma 4.6. Suppose G is any linear algebraic group with trivial character group (e.g. G = Ga
or SL2). Any G-invariant hypersurface X ⊂W is actually defined by a G-invariant polynomial.
Proof. Let G be any linear algebraic group whose character group is trivial. We know that any
height 1 prime ideal in k[W ] is principal, so choosing a generator f gives a defining equation
for X. Now, G acts on X and hence the ideal defining X is actually G-stable. Furthermore,
the ideal sheaf of a codimension 1 scheme is actually an invertible sheaf which we denote O(f).
Since Pic(W ) is trivial, we note that O(f) is isomorphic to OW . Since the character group of
G is trivial, the line bundle O(f) admits a unique G-equivariant structure. This means that the
module of sections f · k[W ] admits a unique G-invariant structure. It follows that the action of
G on f is trivial and hence f is actually invariant.
By the transfer isomorphism of Lemma 4.4, any Ga-invariant polynomial f on W determines
an SL2-invariant polynomial F on V ×W . Henceforth, we will use lower case Roman letters to
denote Ga-invariants inW and capital Roman letters to denote the corresponding SL2-invariants
in V ×W . We now discuss the relation between the geometry of the hypersurfaces defined by
the vanishing of each of these polynomials.
Lemma 4.7. The Ga-invariant f is irreducible if and only if the associated SL2-invariant F is
irreducible. If X is irreducible and everywhere stable,6 then the closure SL2 ∗Ga X ⊂ V ×W is
given by F = 0.
Proof. Note that if the vanishing locus of f is a reduced scheme, then the vanishing locus of F
has the same property. Now, for the forward implication, suppose f is irreducible and F is not,
and let F1 and F2 be distinct irreducible factors of F . Then the vanishing locus of each Fi defines
an SL2-invariant hypersurface Xi in V ×W . The hypersurface Xi is smooth and so all Weil
divisors are Cartier; because the character group of SL2 is trivial, the Fi must be SL2-invariant,
as per the argument in Lemma 4.6. By the transfer isomorphism we then have f = f1f2, which
is a contradiction.
Similarly, for the reverse direction, if F is irreducible but we can write f = f1f2, for non-
constant fi, then by the proof of Lemma 4.6 both f1 and f2 are Ga-invariants. Again by the
transfer isomorphism this means F = F1F2, which is a contradiction.
6The stability of X may not be necessary here.
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If X is irreducible and stable then X/Ga is irreducible, since X/Ga is a categorical quotient
and a categorical quotient of an irreducible variety is irreducible. The total space of the SL2-
principal bundle SL2 ∗Ga X −→ X/Ga is irreducible as it contains a dense, Zariski open subset
isomorphic to V ×SL2 where V is an open subset of X/Ga and hence irreducible by irreducibility
of X/Ga.
Then SL2 ∗Ga X is the closure of an irreducible variety, and must be a codimension 0 closed
subvariety of F = 0, i.e., a maximal dimensional irreducible component of F = 0. But by the
first part of this lemma, F = 0 is itself irreducible.
Choose coordinates u, v on V , and let w1, . . . , wn be coordinates onW . Then F =
∑
i,j Fi,ju
ivj
where the Fi,j are regular functions of {w1, . . . , wn}. Note that f can be recovered by restricting
F to the subvariety defined by setting u = 1 and v = 0.
Definition 4.8. We will say that X, f , or F misses the boundary if F0,0 is a non-zero constant.
We will say X, f , or F contains the boundary if F0,0 = 0. Otherwise we will say X, f , or F
intersects the boundary.
Remark 4.9. Of course, this terminology is shorthand for how the geometric points of SL2 ∗Ga X
relate to the geometric points of the “boundary” {0} ×W in V ×W . We can use geometric
statements about intersections with the boundary over k together with Galois descent to deduce
which one of the three cases in the definition holds. In the sequel we will do this without further
formal justification.
By Lemma 4.7, SL2 ∗Ga X ⊂ V ×W is the hypersurface with defining equation F = 0. Note
that because F is SL2-invariant and the SL2 action restricts to {0} ×W , it follows that F0,0
is SL2-invariant. Thus there is a natural way to decompose f , namely f = F0,0 + g, a sum of
an SL2-invariant function (a priori possibly zero) and a Ga-invariant function that contains the
boundary. Everywhere stability of X constrains f further.
Lemma 4.10. Let X be everywhere stable. Then f = F0,0 + g, where F0,0 is an SL2-invariant
not vanishing at the origin (i.e., with a nonzero constant term), and g is a Ga-invariant that
contains the boundary. In particular f does not contain the boundary.
Proof. By the preceding discussion, all that need be shown is that F0,0 has a non-zero constant
term. But if it did not, then the origin in W , which is not stable for any representation (indeed,
all homogeneous invariants automatically vanish there), would be a solution to f = 0 and hence
would be a point of X.
Theorem 4.11 (Geometric characterization I). Let X be an everywhere stable hypersurface in a
linear representation W . Then the quotient X/Ga is affine if and only if X misses the boundary
as per Definition 4.8. Otherwise,
i) X intersects the boundary and,
ii) X/Ga is strictly quasi-affine and can be realized as an open subset of an affine variety with
complement of codimension ≥ 2.
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Proof. Note that it suffices to prove the result under the following two assumptions: 1) X is
irreducible and 2) k is algebraically closed. For the second statement, we note that stability is
preserved under base-change to the algebraic closure (see [MFK94] Proposition 1.14; also see
Remark 4.9).
Now, if F misses the boundary, then SL2∗GaX is a closed affine subvariety of V ×W . Because
SL2 is reductive, the quotient SL2 ∗Ga X/SL2 = X/Ga is affine.
Conversely, assume X/Ga is affine yet F intersects the boundary. Since X is everywhere
stable F0,0 is non-constant. In particular, the intersection F0,0 ∩ {0} ×W has codimension 2 in
{F = 0} = SL2 ∗Ga X . Let
π : SL2 ∗Ga X −→ SL2 ∗Ga X//SL2
denote the categorical quotient map. Then, again because SL2 is reductive, the image of π
is an affine variety. Let B denote the complement of SL2 ∗Ga X in SL2 ∗Ga X. By upper-
semi-continuity of the dimension of the fibers of π (see e.g. [Bor91] Corollary 10.3), the scheme
theoretic image of B under π must have codimension at least two in the quotient SL2 ∗Ga X//SL2.
Furthermore, π(B) is disjoint from π(SL2∗GaX) because SL2∗GaX ⊂ SL2 ∗Ga X
s
. Consequently,
SL2 ∗Ga X/SL2 = X/Ga is an open subset of SL2 ∗Ga X//SL2 with complement codimension at
least two. Hence X/Ga is a strictly quasi-affine subvariety of an affine variety with complement
of codimension ≥ 2.
Remark 4.12. We know by Corollary 3.18 that X/Ga is affine if and only if H
1(ga, k[X]) = 0.
Equivalently, by Example 3.15, ifD denotes the locally nilpotent derivation defining the ga-action
on k[X], we know that 1 ∈ Im(D). In practice, to determine whether 1 ∈ Im(D), one first needs
a generating set for k[X]Ga . If we know in advance that X/Ga is affine, then in principle one
can compute such a generating set (see Example 3.15 and references therein).
Although all Ga-invariants of W restrict to Ga-invariants of X, not all Ga-invariants of X
need extend to invariants of W . So one cannot a priori inherit the generating set of invariants
from W . Nevertheless the next result, Corollary 4.13, shows that at least assuming a normality
hypothesis, the invariants do extend.
Corollary 4.13. Suppose X is a normal, everywhere stable, hypersurface in W . Then the ring
of invariants k[X]Ga is finitely generated, and in fact, all elements of k[X]Ga arise as restrictions
of elements of k[V ×W ].
Proof. First, we show that if X is normal, then so is SL2 ∗Ga X. To see this, note that the
morphism π : SL2∗GaX −→ SL2/Ga is a Zariski locally trivial fiber bundle with fibers isomorphic
to X. Now, normality is a local property for the Zariski topology, so picking an affine open cover
of {Vi}i∈I of X over which π trivializes, we are reduced to showing that Vi ×X is normal, but
this follows because each Vi is smooth.
Now, consider the inclusion SL2 ∗Ga X →֒ SL2 ∗Ga X . By Lemma 4.7, SL2 ∗Ga X is defined
as the vanishing locus of F in V ×W . Denote by ̂SL2 ∗Ga X the normalization of SL2 ∗Ga X .
Since ̂SL2 ∗Ga X is affine and normal, the GIT quotient ψ : ̂SL2 ∗Ga X −→ ̂SL2 ∗Ga X//SL2 is
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affine and normal. We now have the commutative diagram
SL2 ∗Ga X//SL2 //
))RR
RR
RR
RR
RR
RR
RR
̂SL ∗Ga X//SL2

SL2 ∗Ga X//SL2SL2 ∗Ga X
q
77oooooooooooo
//
&&NN
NN
NN
NN
NN
NN
̂SL2 ∗Ga X
qˆ
55kkkkkkkkkkkkk

SL2 ∗Ga X
q¯
55kkkkkkkkkkkkkk
BecauseX is everywhere stable, X/Ga is isomorphic to an open subscheme of SL2 ∗Ga X//SL2
with complement of codimension at least 2, as argued in the proof of Theorem 4.11. Further-
more X/Ga, being a geometric and hence categorical quotient of a normal variety, is itself nor-
mal. Now, normalization is the identity on normal varieties hence X/Ga is an open subset of
̂SL2 ∗Ga X//SL2. Furthermore, normalization is a finite map, so the inverse image of a codimen-
sion ≥ 2 subvariety has again codimension ≥ 2; consequently, X/Ga has complement codimension
≥ 2 in ̂SL2 ∗Ga X//SL2 . By normality, all functions on X/Ga extend uniquely to functions on
̂SL2 ∗Ga X//SL2, which being affine implies k[X/Ga] is finitely generated. By the properties of
a geometric (indeed, categorical) quotient, k[X/Ga] = k[X]
Ga , so k[X]Ga is finitely generated.
Note that if F = 0 is already a normal variety, then all of the SL2-invariant functions on
SL2 ∗GaX extend to SL2-invariant functions on SL2 ∗Ga X which then extend, by reductivity, to
SL2-invariant functions on V ×W . Hence, in this case, k[X]
Ga ∼= k[W ]Ga/(I(X) ∩ k[W ]Ga).
Remark 4.14. If X were of higher codimension in W then the conclusion of Corollary 4.13,
namely that k[X]Ga need be finitely generated, does not necessarily hold. We now produce an
explicit counter-example in the situation where X is of codimension ≥ 3 in W . Take an action of
Ga on an affine variety X with non-finitely generated ring of invariants. Pick a Ga-equivariant
embedding X →֒ W . Consider SL2 as a hypersurface, necessarily Ga-invariant, given by the
defining equation det(x) = 1 in End(V ) (where V is the 2-dimensional representation of SL2).
Note that this hypersurface is everywhere stable. Then SL2 ×X viewed as a closed subvariety
of End(V )×W is everywhere stable as well and of codimension at least 2.
By transfer, k[X]Ga = k[SL2 ∗Ga X]
SL2 . If k[SL2 ∗Ga X] were finitely generated then by Na-
gata’s theorem k[SL2 ∗GaX]
SL2 would be finitely generated as well. Since SL2×X is everywhere
stable, k[SL2×X]
Ga is necessarily isomorphic to k[SL2 ∗Ga X], but this is not finitely generated.
Consider the example due to Daigle-Freudenberg of a Ga action on C
5 with a non-finitely
generated ring of invariants (see [DF99]). It is easy to recover their example as the Ga action
on the closed subvariety X in W = Sym3(V ) ⊕ V ⊕ k, with coordinates w1, . . . , w7, defined by
the equations w37 = w1, w
2
7 = w5. Thus X × SL2 can be presented as a codimension 3 closed
invariant subvariety in Sym3(V ) ⊕ V ⊕3 ⊕ I, which by the preceding argument cannot have a
finitely generated ring of invariants.
In fact, X being everywhere stable imposes further constraints. Geometrically, a “translate”
of X must contain all of the non-stable points of W . Let c(f) denote the constant term of f
(relative to the natural grading on k[W ] preserved by the linear action of Ga
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Lemma 4.15. Let X be everywhere stable. Let f ′ = f − c(f). Then Wf ′ ⊂W
s.
Proof. In fact we prove the a priori stronger statement that Wf ′ ⊂ W
s¯. Assume that some
w ∈ W is simultaneously not in W s¯ and does not satisfy f ′ = 0. Let Y denote an irreducible
component of W \W s containing w. Any such Y is a linear subspace of W , so in particular
contains the origin. But f ′ vanishes at the origin. Thus f ′ is non-constant on Y because f ′(w)
is non-zero. Since Y is a closed and hence affine subvariety of W , f ′ takes every value in k,
in particular c(f). Thus f(y) = 0 for some y ∈ Y , which violates the definition of everywhere
stable.
Theorem 4.16 (Geometric characterization II). Suppose X is an everywhere stable hypersurface
in a linear representation W with defining polynomial f . Then the quotient X/Ga is an affine
variety if and only if Wf ′/Ga is affine, where f
′ = f−c(f) for c(f) the uniquely defined constant
term of f , in which case X ⊂Wf ′ .
Proof. By assumption, X is contained in W s. But we also know X ⊂Wf ′ and Wf ′ is contained
in W s by Lemma 4.15. Therefore, a principal bundle quotient Wf ′ −→ Wf ′/Ga exists as a
scheme.
Now, supposeWf ′/Ga is affine. Since X ⊂Wf ′ is a Ga-invariant closed subscheme, it follows
that X/Ga is closed in Wf ′/Ga (since the X/Ga is a geometric quotient). Therefore, X/Ga is
affine.
Conversely, assume that X/Ga is an affine variety. Since X is everywhere stable, the defining
polynomial f must have non-zero constant term (the origin is unstable). If f ′ = f − c(f), by
Lemma 4.15 we know that Wf ′ ⊂ W
s. Therefore, it suffices to show that f does not intersect
the boundary. If f misses the boundary, then f ′ contains the boundary and so Wf ′ must miss
the boundary. Therefore, Wf ′/Ga must be affine by Theorem 4.11.
We now give a somewhat “geometric” interpretation for a function that contains the bound-
ary.
Lemma 4.17. Let g be a Ga-invariant function onW . If g contains the boundary thenWg ⊂W
s.
Proof. Again we prove the a priori stronger statement that Wg ⊂ W
s¯. By Lemma 4.4, g
corresponds to an SL2-invariant function G on V ×W . Recall that we used the notation u, v for
the coordinate functions on V , with u having positive weight and v negative weight for the action
of the torus Gm contained in the normalizer of Ga in SL2. Because g contains the boundary,
each term of G must contain a factor of u or v. Since G is an SL2-invariant it is in particular
a Gm-invariant, so each term of G must be weight 0. However, g = G|u=0,v=1, and hence must
consist of terms that are of strictly positive weight for the Gm action on W . By Lemma 4.5
the non-stable set is contained in the locus of points where all coordinate functions of strictly
positive weight, and hence all the terms of g, vanish.
For open affines of the form Wh the cohomological vanishing criterion of Theorem 3.14 has a
very simple interpretation.
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Lemma 4.18. Let h be a Ga-invariant function on W . The quotient Wh/Ga is affine and
Wh −→Wh/Ga is a trivial principal bundle if and only if some power of h lies in Im(D).
Proof. By assumption we have h ∈ Ker(D) since h is a Ga invariant. By Theorem 3.14, the
quotient map Wh −→ Wh/Ga is a trivial principal bundle over the affine variety Wh/Ga if and
only if H1(ga, k[Wh]) = 0. Example 3.15 shows that this happens if and only if there exists a
function s ∈ k[Wh] such that D(s) = 1 ∈ k[Wh].
Let us first show that if some power of h lies in Im(D), that we can find an s such that
D(s) = 1. Indeed, suppose hk = D(g). If we set s = g/hk ; then, by the quotient rule, D(s) = 1.
Conversely, assume there exists an s ∈ k[Wh] = k[W ][h
−1] such thatD(s) = 1. In coordinates,
s = g0 +
g1
h
+
g2
h2
+ . . .
gk
hk
=
hkg0 + h
k−1g1 + · · · hgk−1 + gk
hk
.
Then, again by the quotient rule, D(s) = D(hkg0 + h
k−1g1 + · · · hgk−1 + gk)/h
k. If we have
D(s) = 1, then D(hkg0 + h
k−1g1 + · · · hgk−1 + gk) = h
k; in other words, hk ∈ Im(D).
Lemma 4.19. A Ga-invariant function f
′ contains the boundary if and only if there exists a
positive integer k such that (f ′)k ∈ Im(D) ∩Ker(D).
Proof. Since f ′ contains the boundary,
SL2 ∗Ga Wf ′ = ((V \ {0}) ×W )F ′ = (V ×W )F ′ .
In particular SL2 ∗Ga Wf ′ is affine. The GIT quotient of an affine variety by a reductive group is
affine, so SL2 ∗Ga Wf ′/SL2 = Wf ′/Ga is therefore affine. By definition of stability and Lemma
4.18, it follows (f ′)k ∈ Im(D) ∩Ker(D).
Let (f ′)k = D(g). As in the first argument in Lemma 4.18, let s = g/(f ′)k, so that D(s) = 1.
Thus W(f ′)k = Wf ′ −→ Wf ′/Ga is a trivial principal Ga-bundle over the affine variety Wf ′/Ga,
and Wf ′ ⊂W
s.
Now, we have the equality Wf ′/Ga ∼= ((V \ {0}) ×W )F ′/SL2. But, because the inclusion
(V \ {0})×W ⊂ V ×W is open with complement of codimension 2 and since V ×W is normal,
all regular functions extend. Since the inclusion is SL2-equivariant, this extension sends SL2-
invariant regular functions to SL2-invariant regular functions. Then (V ×W )F ′//SL2 is an affine
scheme and its coordinate ring is identified with the coordinate ring of ((V \ {0}) ×W )F ′/SL2.
Therefore, we can identify the quotients (V ×W )F ′//SL2 and ((V \ {0}) ×W )F ′/SL2.
It follows that any point x ∈ ({0} ×W )F ′ has to be in the closure of an orbit O of ((V \
{0}) ×W )F ′ , which violates the definition of stability of O. This implies ({0} ×W )F ′ is in fact
empty and therefore that f ′ contains the boundary.
Combining these lemmas, we are led to a simple algebraic characterization of everywhere
stability.
Theorem 4.20 (Algebraic characterization). Suppose X is a Ga-invariant hypersurface defined
by a Ga-invariant polynomial f . Then X is everywhere stable if and only if there is a decompo-
sition f = F0,0 + g satisfying
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i) Either the function F0,0 is a non-zero constant or F0,0 is a stable SL2-invariant with non-
zero constant term (we will say that F0,0 is a stable SL2-invariant if F0,0(x) is non-vanishing
only if x ∈W s), and
ii) the function g is a Ga-invariant that contains the boundary, and some positive power of g
lies in Im(D).
Moreover, the decomposition f = F0,0 + g is unique. Furthermore, in the above situation, the
quotient X/Ga is affine if and only if F0,0 is constant.
Remark 4.21. In fact, these lemmas show that any Ga-invariant function admits a natural de-
composition into an SL2 invariant function F0,0 and a g such that g
k ∈ Im(D) ∩ Ker(D) for
some positive integer k. The everywhere stable condition simply constrains F0,0 to be a “stable”
invariant. It would be interesting to know whether this decomposition of Ga invariants can be
deduced from classical SL2-covariant theory.
When enough “ingredients” in this picture are smooth, then the quotients have a particularly
clean presentation as open subsets of hypersurfaces in Spec k[W ]Ga .
Lemma 4.22. Assume that the Ga-invariant hypersurface X in W , defined by f = 0, is smooth.
If the variety in W defined by F0,0 = 0 is smooth, then the variety in V ×W defined by F = 0
is smooth.
Proof. We can assume that k is algebraically closed as X is smooth if and only if its base
extension to k is non-singular. If X is a smooth affine scheme, it follows by Corollary 7.5 and
the fact that SL2/Ga is smooth that the induced scheme SL2 ∗Ga X is smooth as well. Let us
fix coordinates u, v on V as we have above. Now, the singular locus of the hypersurface defined
by the polynomial F must lie in the locus of points where u = 0 and v = 0, i.e. in {0} ×W . We
may now apply the Jacobian criterion for smoothness.
The singular locus of the hypersurface defined by F is the simultaneous vanishing locus of
the partial derivatives ∂F∂v ,
∂F
∂u , and
∂F
∂wi
for all i. Now, ∂F∂wi =
∂F0,0
∂wi
+ u(· · · ) + v(· · · ). It follows
that any singular points must be singularities of
∂F0,0
∂wi
= 0.
Theorem 4.23. Let X be a smooth everywhere stable hypersurface in W defined by the vanish-
ing of a Ga-invariant polynomial f . Let F0,0 be the SL2-invariant polynomial appearing in the
decomposition of f as in Theorem 4.20. Assume the variety Y in W defined by F0,0 is smooth.
Then the quotient X/Ga is an open subvariety of the normal variety Spec k[W ]
Ga/(f). Further-
more, the boundary of X/Ga in Speck[W ]
Ga/(f) is of codimension 2 and is identified with the
quotient Y/SL2, which has at most finite quotient singularities.
Proof. By Lemma 4.22 the variety defined by the vanishing of F , which we denote by SL ∗Ga X ,
is smooth. Hence any SL2-invariant function on SL2 ∗GaX extends to an SL2-invariant function
on SL2 ∗Ga X . Any SL2-invariant function on an affine subvariety extends to an SL2-invariant
function on the ambient affine space; here this is given by V ×W .
Consequently, we have isomorphisms k[X]Ga ∼= k[V ×W ]SL2/(F ) ∼= k[W ]Ga/(f). Thus the
quotient X/Ga = SL2 ∗Ga X/SL2 is an open subscheme of SL2 ∗Ga X//SL2 = Spec(k[V ×
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W ]/(F ))SL2 ∼= Speck[V ×W ]SL2/(F ) ∼= Spec k[W ]Ga/(f). This latter variety is normal because
SL ∗Ga X is smooth, hence normal, so the categorical quotient SL2 ∗Ga X//SL2 is normal.
By Theorem 4.20, F0,0 is a stable SL2-invariant. Thus the boundary F0,0 = 0, and hence F =
0 is in fact everywhere stable. Thus, we have an identification SL2 ∗Ga X//SL2 = SL2 ∗Ga X/SL2,
so in particular the boundary of the quotient is isomorphic to the quotient F0,0/SL2.
Remark 4.24. For this remark, let us assume that X is defined over C and let X(C) denote the
associated analytic space. It follows from Theorem 4.23 that when the quotient X/Ga is quasi-
affine, the analytic space X/Ga(C) is not Stein because it is the complement of a codimension 2
analytic subspace in a normal Stein space.
It is thus easy to produce examples of affine or strictly quasi-affine quotients; indeed, any
possible example can be produced through the SL2-invariant (and covariant) theory of W .
A quasi-affine quotient
Let us illustrate the algebraic characterization by giving the simplest example of a strictly quasi-
affine quotient of an everywhere stable action.
Example 4.25. Consider SL2 as a hypersurface X in W = V ⊕ V determined by the vanishing
of the polynomial f = 1 − w0w3 + w1w2. Note that f is a stable-SL2-invariant with non-zero
constant term because the unstable locus is the set of all points w0 = w2 = 0. Therefore, by
Theorem 4.20, the hypersurface defined by f is everywhere stable and has a quasi-affine quotient.
Here, the invariants are generated by w0 and w2 and the image X/Ga is isomorphic to A
2 \ {0}.
Similarly, if φ is a degree d function of one variable with no repeated roots and no constant
term, then let f = 1−ϕ(w0w3−w1w2). The boundary in F = 0 consists of d disjoint isomorphic
copies of SL2. The quotient is identified with A
2 \ {p1, . . . , pd}, where pi are points representing
the boundary components. Since the action of the automorphism group Autk(A
2) on A2 is d-
transitive for any positive integer d, it follows that, up to isomorphism, the complement in A2 of
any set of d-points may always be realized as a Ga-quotient.
5 Examples: A1-contractible strictly quasi-affine varieties
In this section, we use Theorem 4.20 to give many examples of A1-contractible smooth varieties
in every dimension ≥ 4. In order to do this, we will construct everywhere stable actions of Ga
on affine spaces with strictly quasi-affine quotients.
SL2-representations
Let V denote the standard 2-dimensional representation of SL2. Since every linear representation
of Ga extends to an SL2-representation, we will index representations of Ga by the corresponding
representations of SL2. Fix coordinates w0, . . . , wk on Sym
kV corresponding to a basis of weights
with w0 being Ga-fixed. Let ∂i denote the derivation
∂
∂wi
. In these coordinates, the locally
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nilpotent derivation defining the Ga-action on Sym
kV is given by
DSymkV =
k−1∑
i=0
(k − i)wi∂i+1.
A general linear representation W of Ga, extends to an SL2 representation that decomposes as
W =
⊕
SymkjV . The locally nilpotent derivation D determining the Ga-action on W then takes
the form
D =
∑
i∈I
ciwi∂i+1
where the set I and the coefficients ci are determined by the ki.
Everywhere stable embeddings of affine space
We are interested in realizations of An as an everywhere stable hypersurface in a linear repre-
sentation W . In order to do this, choose coordinates z1, . . . , zn on A
n, and w0, . . . , wn on W . As
usual, an embedding An →֒W is determined by specifying polynomials wi = wi(z1, . . . , zn). The
embedding being Ga-equivariant is equivalent to the locally nilpotent derivation D defining the
Ga-action on W restricting to a locally nilpotent derivation on A
n; by abuse of notation, we will
also call this restricted derivation D.
Let f be the polynomial relation between wi; this defines a hypersurface X inW . By Lemma
4.6, the polynomial f is necessarily Ga-invariant and hence D(f) must vanish identically. This
imposes the condition ∑
i∈I
ciwi∂i+1f = 0,
and I is an index set as above.
We now construct a class of Ga-equivariant embeddings of A
n intoW as follows. Consider the
morphism An −→W defined by setting wi = zi for all i 6= 0, and let w0 = h(z1, . . . , zn) where h is
aGa-invariant function; observe that this morphism is actually an embedding. The corresponding
hypersurface X in W is then the vanishing locus of the polynomial f = h(w1, . . . , wn)− w0. By
Theorem 4.20, in order that X be an everywhere stable hypersurface with quasi-affine quotient,
the invariant h must decompose as F0,0 + g where i) F0,0 is a stable SL2-invariant with non-
vanishing constant term and ii) some strictly positive power of g is in the image of D.
Theorem 5.1. For every m ≥ 4, there exists a denumerably infinite collection of pairwise non-
isomorphic m-dimensional exotic A1-contractible varieties, each admitting an embedding into a
smooth affine variety with pure codimension 2 smooth boundary.
Proof. Consider the representation W = Symq ⊕ Sym2p+1(V ) ⊕W ′, where p, q ≥ 1 and W ′ is
any linear Ga representation. Choose coordinates w0, . . . , w2p+q+dimW ′+2 which are a basis of
Gm-eigenvectors for an SL2-action on W extending the given Ga-action; by convention, the first
q+1-coordinates will be coordinates on Symq(V ), the next 2p+2-coordinates will be coordinates
on Sym2q+1(V ), and the remaining wi will be coordinates on W
′.
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Because Sym2p+1(V ) has an SL2-stable point, it has an SL2 GIT quotient of dimension
2p − 1 ≥ 1, so in particular there exists a non-constant homogeneous SL2 invariant ∆ on W
(for example, the discriminant). Furthermore, because Sym2p+1(V ) is even dimensional, all of its
points are either stable or unstable (in that all homogeneous invariants vanish on the unstable
set); consequently all homogeneous SL2 invariants are in fact stable SL2 invariants. Let w0
denote the invariant coordinate in direct summand Symq(V ) of W ; note that w0 = D(w1) (and
w1 is an element of Sym
q(V ) because q ≥ 1). In particular, this explains why we must choose
q ≥ 1.
Suppose ϕ is a polynomial in one variable of strictly positive degree, with no multiple roots,
and satifying ϕ(0) 6= −1. Let hϕ = 1 + ϕ(∆). Note that hϕ is a stable SL2-invariant with
non-vanishing constant term. Therefore, if f = hϕ−w0, the discussion just prior to the theorem
says that f defines a hypersurface isomorphic to Am+1 in W , where m = 2p+ q + dim(W ′) + 1.
By Theorem 4.20 the quotient Xϕ = A
m+1/Ga is strictly quasi-affine.
We now claim that if ϕ and ϕ′ are two one-variable polynomials whose degrees differ, then
the resulting quotients are non-isomorphic. Note that Xϕ is an open subvariety of the affine
variety Speck[z1, . . . , zn]
Ga (which is finitely generated by Corollary 4.13) with complement of
codimension at least 2. Let us denote the boundary by Bϕ.
Suppose ϕ and ϕ′ are a pair of strictly positive degree polynomials in one variable with
no repeated roots. Let d = deg(ϕ). If Fϕ denotes the SL2-invariant hypersurface equation
attached to hϕ, then the boundary of the hypersurface Fϕ in V ×W is given by Fϕ,0,0 = 0.
Here Fϕ,0,0 = ϕ(∆). Hence the boundary Bϕ is the SL2-quotient of the vanishing locus of Fϕ,0,0.
This equips Bϕ with the structure of vector bundle over the vanishing locus of hϕ. Since ϕ
has d distinct roots, the components are of the form ∆ = ci where i runs from 1 to d; these
components are obviously disjoint. Taking the SL2-quotient, we see that Bϕ therefore has d
distinct components as well.
Finally, note that because W has no points of finite isotropy in SL2, the variety (1 + ∆ =
0)/SL2 is smooth, and for generic ϕ the variety hϕ/SL2 is smooth. Likewise, V ×W has no
points of finite isotropy, so for generic ϕ the variety (Fϕ = 0)/SL2 is smooth. The smoothness
assertions in the theorem follow.
Remark 5.2. Note that W ′ plays no essential role in the above proof; it is simply present to
allow for the construction of more examples. Indeed, to produce yet more examples, the factor of
Sym2p+1V in SymqV ⊕Sym2p+1V ⊕W ′ can be replaced by any Ga-representation with at least one
stable SL2-invariant – for example, V ⊕ V with its unique quadratic SL2-invariant. If one takes
q = 1 andW ′ = {0}, then the hypersurface defined by the vanishing of w0 = 1+(w2w5−w3w4) is
a Ga-equivariant linear embedding of Winkelmann’s example (see [Win90] §2) and the quotient
of course then agrees with his. Specifically, by Corollary 4.13 the Ga-invariants for X here are
just restrictions from k[W ]Ga, namely:
w0, w2, w4, w0w3 − w1w2, w0w5 − w1w4, w2w5 − w3w4.
Imposing the hypersurface equation forX there are only 5 generating invariants, and one relation.
The relation gives the hypersurface equation x1x4−x2x3−x5(x5+1) = 0 in A
5, where x1, . . . , x5
are identified, in order, with the last five invariants above.
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Theorem 5.3. For every m ≥ 6 and every n > 0:
 there exists a connected n-dimensional scheme S and a smooth morphism f : X −→ S of
relative dimension m, whose fibers over k-points are A1-contractible and quasi-affine, not
affine, and pairwise non-isomorphic.
 The morphism f : X −→ S admits a partial compactification to a flat family f¯ : X −→ S
whose fibers over k-points are smooth affine varieties. Furthermore, for any k-point t ∈ S,
the map Xt → X¯t is an open immersion with a smooth complement of codimension ≥ 2
Proof. Let W be a linear Ga-representation. Suppose we choose a family ft of polynomials in
W s parameterized by some base scheme T , such that the corresponding hypersurfaces Xt are all
everywhere stable. Let Ft is the corresponding induced family of polynomials in G ∗U W and let
Ft,0,0 be the polynomial defining the boundary. Let SL2 ∗Ga Xt be the vanishing locus of Ft in
V ×W . Assuming Xt are all smooth, we know the quotients Xt/Ga are all smooth. Furthermore,
by Lemma 4.22, if the vanishing loci of Ft,0,0 define smooth subvarieties of W , it follows that Ft
are all smooth varieties as well. Denote these vanishing loci by Bt.
If the Ft are smooth, then the categorical quotients SL2 ∗Ga Xt//SL2 are normal varieties.
Furthermore, if Bt is smooth, then Bt//SL2 is a normal variety as well. Now, any isomorphism
ψ : Xt/Ga
∼
−→ Xt′/Ga extends to an isomorphism ψ¯ : SL2 ∗Ga Xt
∼
−→ SL2 ∗Ga Xt′ by normality.
The isomorphism ψ¯ then would restrict to an isomorphism ψˆ : Bt
∼
−→ Bt′ . Therefore, if Bt//SL2
and Bt′//SL2 are non-isomorphic, the quotients Xt′/Ga and Xt′/Ga are not isomorphic.
If w0, . . . , wn are coordinates on a linear representation W , as in Theorem 5.1, we will use
invariants of the form ft = h(w1, . . . , wn) − w0, where h is a stable SL2-invariant. Indeed,
suppose we can find {∆i}, i = 1, . . . , j a collection of stable SL2-invariants in W depending only
on w1, . . . , wn that are algebraically independent. Then if we fix a family of polynomials ϕt in
j variables, such that ϕt(0) 6= −1, the function ht = 1 + ϕt(∆1, . . . ,∆j) − w0 gives a family
of embeddings of affine space into W parameterized by t. Furthermore, as ∆i are invariants
and algebraically independent, we can treat the ∆i as coordinates on the quotient Bt//SL2. In
other words, we can view Bt//SL2 as a closed subvariety of W//SL2 defined by the vanishing of
ϕt(∆1, . . . ,∆j) + 1.
Assuming these families admit n-dimensional moduli, which we defer along with a discussion
of smoothness to Lemmas 5.5 and 5.6, let us complete the proof of the theorem. We can assume
that t takes values in a non-singular curve T . Then, the assignment Xt −→ t defines an algebraic
family of varieties π : X −→ T over a curve. Furthermore, the closures SL2 ∗Ga Xt//SL2 define
an algebraic family of normal schemes (see [Har77] Ch. III Defn. 9.10) in which Xt are open
of codimension ≥ 2, in other words we get a morphism π¯ : SL2 ∗Ga X//SL2 −→ T factoring π.
Such families are necessarily flat by [Har77] Ch. III Thm. 9.11. The family Xt is in fact smooth
as the geometric fibers Xt are all smooth. Therefore, we get a family X
′ −→ C which is smooth.
Taking products of such families, we can increase the dimension of the parameter space of the
family as we wish.
Remark 5.4. This discussion recovers Winkelmann’s example of a family of quasi-affine quotients
of A7 (see [Win90] §4). There is, however, a gap in Winkelmann’s argument for existence of
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families of quasi-affine quotients. If X and X ′ are two quasi-affine schemes which are realized
as closed subschemes of affine schemes X and X ′, then an isomorphism between X and X ′
extends uniquely to the normalizations of X and X ′. Winkelmann then claims that this extended
isomorphism induces an isomorphism of the normalizations of the boundaries X ′ \X ′ and X \
X. However, this is not necessarily true. Indeed, it is possible that X is normal (so that its
normalization is trivial) and X \X is not normal. Furthermore, even if X \X were normal, unless
X is normal there may well be moduli of X \X all of which have the same inverse image in the
normalization of X. For us, all of these problems are circumvented by application of Lemma
4.22.
The remaining step in the proof of Theorem 5.3 is to establish the intuitively “clear” statement
that there exist boundaries Bt/SL2, expressed as ϕt(∆1, . . . ,∆j)−1 = 0 in Speck[W ]
SL2 , which
admit many deformations. Rather than argue in complete generality, we now consider a simple
special case sufficient for the theorem; the more general formulation would follow exactly the
same lines.
Lemma 5.5. Let W = V ⊕k, for V the standard two-dimensional representation of SL2, and for
k ≥ 4. Then for any p there exists a p-dimensional family X −→ T of non-isomorphic smooth
hypersurfaces in Spec k[W ]SL2 defined by ϕt(∆1, . . . ,∆j) + 1 = 0.
Proof. Let xi,ε, for i ∈ {1, . . . , n} and ε either 0 or 1, be coordinates on W ; identify them with
the usual coordinates via w2(i−1)+ε = xi,ε. The ring k[W ]
SL2 is generated by (k2 ) quadratic
stable invariants: xi,0xj,1 − xi,1xj,0. (That all SL2 invariants in this representation are stable
follows from the Hilbert-Mumford criterion.) Consider the three invariants, call them ∆1,∆2,∆3,
associated with the last 3 direct summands in W = V ⊕k. They are the coordinate functions of
V ⊕3//SL2 ∼= A
3.
Consider a hypersurface Bt in W defined by ϕt(∆1,∆2,∆3) + 1; then Bt ∼= V
⊕k−3 × Yt,
where Yt denotes the variety defined by ϕt(∆1,∆2,∆3) + 1 = 0 in V
⊕3. Observe that SL2 acts
freely on any SL2-invariant everywhere stable hypersurface. Note that the projection morphism
Bt −→ Yt equips Bt with the structure of a trivial SL2-equivariant vector bundle over Yt. Since
the SL2-action is free on Yt, the projection morphism Bt −→ Yt descends to give the morphism
Bt/SL2 −→ Yt/SL2 the structure of a vector bundle with fiber V
⊕k−3, i.e., of rank 2(k − 3). In
particular Bt/SL2 is A
1-weakly equivalent to Yt/SL2 (e.g by Lemma 3.3).
The condition that the hypersurface defined by ϕt(∆1,∆2,∆3) + 1 = 0 be everywhere stable
inW is satisfied as long as the constant term is non-zero. A generic hypersurface in A3 is smooth,
and hence any SL2-bundle Yt over it is smooth; it follows that a generic choice of ϕt determines
a smooth everywhere stable Bt in W . Furthermore, we can choose ϕt so that the corresponding
affine varieties occur in arbitrary dimensional families. Indeed, we know that hypersurfaces in
P3 of degree d ≥ 5 are generically smooth and admit arbitrary dimensional moduli. Fixing a
hyperplane section H ⊂ P3, one can obtain hypersurfaces in A3 with the same property.
Let Yt/SL2 and Ys/SL2 be two such non-isomorphic hyperbolic surfaces in A
3. If Bt/SL2
is isomorphic to Bs/SL2 then Yt/SL2 and Ys/SL2 are A
1-weakly equivalent; by assumption
however, they are A1-rigid and so would have to be isomorphic. Thus Bt/SL2 is not isomorphic
to Bs/SL2. Consequently, any p-dimensional moduli of algebraically hyperbolic surfaces in A
3
induces p-dimensional moduli of Bt/SL2.
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Lemma 5.6. There exist families as described in Theorem 5.3 such that the quasi-affine quotients
each admit a smooth affine closure in Spec k[W ]Ga with smooth pure codimension 2 boundary.
Proof. In the proof of Lemma 5.5 the variety Bt could be chosen to be smooth, i.e., F0,0 = 0 is
smooth. Now Lemma 4.22 implies F = 0 in V ×W is smooth. But for W = V ⊕k, there are no
points with finite isotropy for the SL2 action on V ×W . Therefore SL2 acts freely on F = 0 in
V ×W , so the quotient is smooth.
Quotients of Dimension ≤ 2
Claim 5.7. There is a unique up to isomorphism A1-contractible smooth scheme of dimension
1; namely A1. Hence, any everywhere stable action of an n-dimensional unipotent group U on
An+1 is isomorphic to A1.
Proof. Let C be a smooth A1-contractible curve. Let C¯ denote the projective completion of C
and let g be the genus of this projective completion. If the genus of g is greater than 1, then
C is A1-rigid in the sense of [MV99] §2 Example 2.4, and hence not A1-connected (thus, not
A1-contractible). Therefore, g must be 0.
As C is A1-contractible, the set C(k) is non-empty by [MV99] §3 Remark 2.5: indeed, by
[MV99] §2 Corollary 3.22, the canonical map C¯(L) −→ [SpecL, C¯]A1 is surjective for any exten-
sion field L/k (here [SpecL,X]A1 denotes the set of A
1-homotopy classes of maps). One knows
that any smooth projective genus 0 curve over a field k possessing a k-rational point is isomorphic
to P1 over k. Therefore, C is a complement of a finite collection of k-rational points in P1. If C
is the complement of ≥ 2 k-rational points in C¯, then again C is A1-rigid. Thus C must be the
complement in P1 of a single k-rational point and is hence isomorphic to A1.
Finally, by Corollary 3.18, we know that the quotient An+1/U exists and is a smooth A1-
contractible scheme that is necessarily of dimension 1. Thus, by the previous paragraphs it must
be isomorphic to A1.
Claim 5.8. Assume now that k = C. Suppose U is an n-dimensional unipotent group. The
quotient of any everywhere stable action of U on An+2 is isomorphic to the affine plane.
Proof. Suppose we have an everywhere stable action of U on An+2. Let X be the quotient
An+2/U . Note that X is a smooth quasi-affine A1-contractible surface; in particular it is a
smooth quasi-projective surface. The topological space X(C) is therefore acyclic and hence by a
result of Fujita (see [Za˘ı99] Lemma 2.1) X is necessarily a smooth affine surface. Furthermore, we
know that the morphism An+2 −→ X is in fact a trivial principal bundle isomorphic to XC × U
by Corollary 3.18 (ii). Now, since X ×An ∼= An+2, it follows that X is fact isomorphic to A2 by
Fujita’s proof of Zariski cancellation (see [Fuj79]) in dimension 2.
Remark 5.9. If X is a smooth algebraic variety, let κ¯(X) denote the logarithmic Kodaira dimen-
sion of X. Suppose f : Y −→ X is a U -torsor. By the Iitaka Easy Addition theorem (see e.g.
[Za˘ı99] Theorem 2.5 (c)), κ¯(Y ) ≤ κ¯(U)+dim(X), and hence κ¯(Y ) must be −∞. In other words,
if a unipotent group acts everywhere stably on a variety Y , then κ¯(Y ) = −∞. However, the
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quotient of an everywhere stable action of a unipotent group on a smooth variety can have arbi-
trary logarithmic Kodaira dimension. Indeed, let X be a smooth affine variety with logarithmic
Kodaira dimension k. Then the usual translation action of Ga on A
1×X (acting trivially on X)
is everywhere stable with quotient isomorphic to X.
Quotients of dimension 3
Again, suppose k is the field C. In order to produce an example of a strictly quasi-affine quotient
in dimension 3 by our method, we would have to fix an embedding of A4 as a hypersurface in
A5. The restriction of the locally nilpotent derivation D defining the Ga-action on A
5 to A4 is
triangular. It follows from results of Deveney, Finston and van Rossum (see [DFvR04] Theorem
2.1) that any everywhere stable action of Ga on A
4 defined by a triangular locally nilpotent
derivation has quotient isomorphic to A3. This shows in particular, that the examples produced
by the method of proof of Theorem 5.1 are of minimal dimension.
Question 5.10. Does there exist a 3-dimensional quasi-affine quotient of A4 by Ga?
6 Consequences, Conjectures, and Comments
In this section, we emphasize some formal consequences of A1-contractibility and discuss some
conjectures regarding the structure of A1-contractible smooth schemes.
Cohomology Computations
The motivic homotopy category was constructed to study cohomology theories on the category
of algebraic varieties. For any A1-contractible scheme X, and any space Y, the sets of A1-
homotopy classes of maps [X,Y]A1 and [Y,X]A1 are isomorphic to [Spec k,Y]A1 and [Y,Spec k]A1
respectively. Here are some trivial consequences of these facts.
Corollary 6.1. Suppose X is an A1-contractible smooth scheme. The structure map X −→
Speck induces isomorphisms H∗,∗(Spec k,Z)
∼
−→ H∗,∗(X,Z), K∗(Spec k)
∼
−→ K∗(X), and
MGL∗,∗(Speck)
∼
−→MGL∗,∗(X).
Proof. All of these facts follow from the observation that the corresponding cohomology groups
can be defined, unstably, as maps into an appropriate space: motivic Eilenberg-MacLane spaces
K(Z(q), p) for motivic cohomology (see [Voe98]), BGL∞ for algebraic K-theory (see [MV99] §4
Proposition 3.9), and MGL∞ for algebraic cobordism (see [Voe98]).
Example 6.2. Suppose X is an A1-contractible smooth scheme. Then Pic(X) is trivial, O∗(X)
is isomorphic to k∗, and K2(X) ∼= K
M
2 (k) (where K
M
i (k) is the i-th Milnor K-theory group of
the field k).
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Remarks about motives
Suppose X is any smooth algebraic variety. Analogous to ordinary topology, one can study for
X motivic homology and motivic homology with compact supports (i.e. Borel-Moore motivic
homology). Voevodsky denotes the corresponding objects in the derived category of mixed
motives by M(X) and Mc(X); these objects can be thought of as analogous to the usual singular
chain complex and the singular chains with locally finite supports viewed as objects in the derived
category of Z-modules. We refer the reader to [Voe00] for details about derived categories of
motives. We denote by DMeff,−Nis (k,Z) and DMgm(Speck,Z) Voevodsky’s derived category of
effective motivic complexes and derived category of geometric motives respectively (the Tate
motive Z(1) is inverted in the latter category).
Consequences of a very general Hodge-type conjecture
In this section we work with varieties over C. As we noted above, any smooth, A1-contractible
C-algebraic variety has trivial motivic cohomology. Via realization functors, this statement has
consequences for the ordinary topology of such varieties.
The general form of the Hodge conjecture predicts that the embedding of Grothendieck’s
category of homological motives (with Q-coefficients) into the category of Q-Hodge structures is
a fully-faithful embedding. One can construct a Hodge realization functor RH on Voevodsky’s
derived category of motives (see [Hub] §3). Huber deduces the following result from “standard
conjectures” (see [Hub] Proposition 3.4.1)
Proposition 6.3. If H i(RH(M(X))) = 0 for all i, then M(X) is equivalent to a point in the
category DMgm(Spec k,Q).
In particular, this conjecture implies that if a smooth variety is rationally acyclic, then it
must also have rational motivic (co)homology isomorphic to that of a point. From this point
of view, it is natural to study the motivic topology of varieties that are rationally acyclic. In
particular, the next question naturally presents itself.
Question 6.4. Do there exist topologically contractible smooth affine C-algebraic varieties that
are not A1-contractible?7
Motivic topology at infinity: a dream
As we noted in the introduction, open contractible n-manifolds n ≥ 4 (PL or smooth) non-
homeomorphic to Rn were necessarily non-simply connected at infinity. However, rather than
studying just the fundamental group at infinity, it is natural to study the whole “homotopy type
at infinity (see [HR96] Chapter 9).” A first step in this direction is to study the homology at
infinity (see [HR96] Chapter 3 for a definition of this notion). It follows essentially from consid-
erations involving Poincare´ duality that the homology at infinity of a smooth open contractible
7In fact we can construct such examples using affine modifications in the sense of Zariski; we defer discussion
to a future paper on affine contractible varieties.
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n-manifold is that of an n − 1-sphere. The main goal of this section is to develop some notions
of motivic topology at infinity. The first thing to do is to study motivic homology at ∞; this
notion has been introduced by Wildeshaus (see [Wil06]).
Notation as in [Voe00], the motive M(X) and the compactly supported motive Mc(X) of a
scheme X are the objects in the derived category of motives DM eff,−Nis (k,Z) corresponding to the
complexes C∗Ztr(X) and C∗Z
c
tr(X). There is a canonical morphism ιX : Ztr(X) −→ Z
c
tr(X). The
functor C∗ is exact and we can then define the boundary motive or the motive at infinity, denoted
M∞(X) as the object in the derived category of motives corresponding to C∗(Coker(ιX))[−1].
The motive at infinity is in some ways analogous to the singular chain complex at infinity
(see [HR96] Definition 3.8 (i)). Similar to its topological analogue, the motive at infinity is one
measure of the extent to which X fails to be compact: if X is proper, the motive at infinity is
trivial. The following result shows that any A1-contractible variety has motive at infinity that
of a “motivic sphere” of appropriate dimension. Let DM(Spec k,Z) denote Voevodsky’s derived
category of mixed motives with the Tate motive inverted (see [Voe00] p. 192).
Lemma 6.5. Suppose X is an m-dimensional A1-contractible finite type smooth scheme. Then
M∞(X) ∼= Z⊕ Z(m)[2m− 1] (non-canonically) as objects in DM(Spec k,Z).
Proof. By definition of the motive at infinity, there is a distinguished triangle in DM(Spec k,Z)
of the form
Mc(X)[−1] −→ M∞(X) −→ M(X) −→ Mc(X).
As X is A1-contractible, it follows that M(X) ∼= Z. Using motivic Poincare´ duality (see [Voe00]
Theorem 4.3.7), we see that
Mc(X) ∼= M(X)∗ ⊗ Z(m)[2m] ∼= Z(m)[2m].
Finally, we know that HomDM(Spec k,Z)(Z,Z(m)[2m]) ∼= H
2m,m(Spec k,Z) which vanishes for all
m > 0. Therefore, we can find a splitting of the distinguished triangle just mentioned and we
obtain an isomorphism M∞(X) ∼= Z⊕ Z(m)[2m− 1].
Remark 6.6. As the referee observed, this notion of motivic homology at infinity is not sufficiently
refined to distinguish, for example, phenomena at infinity involving the real points. Thus, the
true A1-singular chain complex at infinity of a smooth variety defined over R should at least
see the topological singular chain complex at infinity of the real points. We refer the reader to
[Morb] for a definition of the A1-singular chain complex of a variety X and further development
of the theory of the A1-fundamental group. It would be interesting to formulate an appropriate
analogue of both of these objects “at infinity.”
7 Appendix
In this appendix, we review some aspects of faithfully flat descent, discuss Borel transfer, and
prove Theorem 3.14, which gives the cohomological criterion for quotients of affine varieties by
unipotent group actions to be affine. These results are used in the main body of the text but we
have presented them here so as not to interrupt the narrative flow.
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Faithfully flat descent
Let us begin by recalling one form of faithfully flat descent; this material is well known, but
we collect it here for the convenience of the reader. A general reference for the material in this
section is [SGA71] Expose VIII. Let G be a group scheme. For this section only, we will say Y
is a left (resp. right) G-scheme if Y is a scheme equipped with a left (resp. right) G-action. If
we do not specify the chirality of an action in a theorem, we mean the result holds for both left
and right actions. We will use both left and right torsors. Finally, if Y is a G-scheme, we let
QcohG(Y ) denote the category of G-equivariant sheaves on Y .
Theorem 7.1. Suppose G is a linear algebraic group and that f : P −→ X is a G-torsor over
a scheme X. Then the functor
f∗ : Qcoh(X) −→ QcohG(P)
is an equivalence of categories. The functor F 7→ (f∗(F))
G defines an explicit quasi-inverse to
f∗.
Sketch of Proof. Since f : P −→ X is a G-torsor, we have a canonical identification G×P
∼
−→
P×X P. Similarly, one obtains an isomorphism G×G×P
∼
−→ P×X P×X P. The morphism
f is faithfully flat, and one can check that specifying a descent datum on a quasi-coherent sheaf
for f is exactly the same as a specifying a G-equivariant structure on a quasi-coherent sheaf.
One then applies [SGA71] Expose VIII Theorem 1.1.
If Y is a G-scheme, we let A G(Y ) denote the category of G-schemes affine over Y such that
the structure morphism is G-equivariant. Suppose now that G is a linear algebraic group and H
is a closed algebraic subgroup. Then we know the homogeneous space quotient G/H exists and
that the morphism π : G −→ G/H is a right H-torsor which is G-equivariant for the natural left
G-actions on G and H. Furthermore, the structure morphism s : G −→ Speck is a left G-torsor.
Corollary 7.2. The functor F 7→ f∗(s
∗F)H defines an equivalence of categories
QcohH(Spec k)
∼
−→ QcohG(G/H).
This functor also determines an equivalence of categories
A
H(Spec k)
∼
−→ A G(G/H).
An inverse to the last functor can be obtained by taking the scheme-theoretic fiber of a morphism
f : X −→ G/H over the identity coset of G/H.
Proof. The first statement follows immediately from Theorem 7.1. The second statement follows
because there is an equivalence of categories between schemes affine over Y and quasi-coherent
sheaves of OY -algebras. For more details see [SGA71] Expose VIII Thm 2.1.
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For an affine H-scheme X, we write G∗HX for the image of X under the functor of Corollary
7.2; the scheme G ∗H X is referred to as a contracted product scheme. By construction it can
be identified with the quotient of the product G×X by the action of H defined by h · (g, x) =
(gh, h ·x). Given a morphism f : X −→ X ′ of affine H-schemes, we denote by G∗H f the induced
morphism G ∗H X −→ G ∗H X
′.
Remark 7.3. In fact by Corollaire [SGA71] Expose VIII Cor. 7.9, if X is a quasi-affine H-scheme,
then G ∗H X exists as a scheme.
Remark 7.4. Through the paper we have assumed that the term “scheme” is synonymous with
separated scheme, locally of finite type; for this remark we lift this convention. Theorem 7.1 and
Corollary 7.2 above make no reference to any finiteness assumptions and hold as well for affine
schemes that are not locally of finite type.
Let P (f) be a property of a morphism f : X −→ Y of schemes that is stable by base change
and local for the e´tale topology. The following properties of morphisms of schemes are of this
form:
 surjective, radiciel, universally bijective, universally open, universally submersive, sepa-
rated, quasi-compact, locally of finite type, finite type, open immersion, closed immersion,
affine, quasi-affine, integral, geometrically irreducible fibers, geometrically reduced, geo-
metrically connected fibers, flat, or smooth.
For a more complete list of such properties, we refer the reader to [SGA71] Expose VIII §3-8.
Corollary 7.5. A morphism of quasi-affine H-schemes f : X −→ X ′ has a property P (f) as in
the previous paragraph if and only if the induced morphism G ∗H f has the same property.
Proof. This follows from Corollary 7.2 and Remark 7.3. We refer the reader to [SGA71] Exposes
VIII §3, §4.
Remark 7.6. The construction of Remark 7.3 and Corollary 7.5 then gives an equivalence of cat-
egories between the category of G-schemes quasi-affine over G/H (with quasi-affine morphisms)
and the category of quasi-affine H-schemes (with quasi-affine morphisms).
Zariski local triviality of U-torsors, proof of Corollary 3.2
By our definitions, U -torsors on a schemeX are classified by the flat cohomology groupH1fppf(X,U).
Observe that by definition H1fppf(X,Ga)
∼= H1fppf(X,OX ). By Theorem 3.1, U admits an in-
creasing filtration by algebraic subgroups with subquotients isomorphic to Ga. Thus the sheaf
defined by U on X is a coherent sheaf (being a successive extension of sheaves isomorphic to
OX). The result then follows from the fact that for any coherent sheaf F , the canonical map
H1Zar(X,F) −→ H
1
fppf(X,F) is an isomorphism (see e.g. [Mil80] Chapter III Proposition 3.7).
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Naturality of contracted products
We now explore the naturality properties of the contracted product construction of the previous
section. In the main body of the text, we will only consider the situation where H is a connected
unipotent group or H is a reductive group.
Theorem 7.7. Let G be a reductive linear algebraic group. Then the quotient G/H is affine
if and only if H is a reductive subgroup of G. If U is a unipotent subgroup of G, then G/U is
strictly quasi-affine.
Sketch of Proof. The first part of this result is the statement of Matsushima’s theorem (see
[Hab78] Theorem 3.3). Matsushima’s theorem also guarantees that if U is unipotent, then G/U
is not affine. One can check that for any k-defined parabolic P , with unipotent radical Ru(P ),
the quotient G/Ru(P ) is strictly quasi-affine. Since U may be embedded in Ru(P ) for some P ,
and the quotient Ru(P ) is isomorphic to affine space, we get an e´tale locally trivial fiber bundle
G/U −→ G/Ru(P ) with fibers isomorphic to affine space. Since the base of this fibration is
quasi-affine, it follows that G/U is necessarily quasi-affine by 7.5. It follows that G/U is strictly
quasi-affine.
Suppose we have a sequence of inclusions U →֒ G →֒ G′ where G′ and G are reductive
and U is quasi-affine. If X is a U -scheme, then it follows immediately from Corollary 7.5 and
7.7 that both G ∗U X and G
′ ∗U X are necessarily quasi-affine schemes. Indeed, the morphism
X −→ Speck is affine, and the composite of an affine morphism and quasi-affine morphism is
quasi-affine. Furthermore we have a canonical identification G′ ∗G (G ∗U X)
∼
−→ G′ ∗U X. We
now study global sections of the structure sheaf on a contracted product scheme.
Borel Transfer
Henceforth let us write k[Y ] for the k-algebra of global sections Γ(Y,OY ) for any quasi-affine
scheme Y . Suppose X is a quasi-affine U -scheme. The closed immersion X →֒ G×X defined by
x 7→ (e, x) descends to a closed immersion ι : X →֒ G ∗U X. Pull-back by ι defines a morphism
k[G ∗U X] −→ k[X] sending G-invariant functions to U -invariant functions. The Borel transfer
principle says that induced map
ι∗ : k[G ∗U X]
G ∼−→ k[X]U
is an isomorphism (this follows from e.g. [SGA71] Expose VIII Cor. 1.7). This isomorphism is
functorial in the following sense. Suppose G′ is another reductive group such that G ⊂ G′. We
then have induced morphisms ι′ : X →֒ G′ ∗U X and ι1 : G ∗U X →֒ G
′ ∗G (G ∗U X). Finally,
we have a canonical identification ι1 ◦ ι = ι
′. Through the rest of this document, we will use the
induced isomorphisms without comment.
Proof of Theorem 3.14
Let us now prove Theorem 3.14. Essentially, this theorem is a long exercise in faithfully flat
descent and we felt this justified its deferral to this appendix. Suppose π : X −→ X/U is
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a principal bundle (in particular it is faithfully flat and affine). We can consider the C˘ech
simplicial scheme C˘(π) attached to this morphism:
(7.1) · · ·X ×X/U X ⇒ X −→ X/U
In other words, the nth-term of C˘(π) is the n+ 1-fold fiber product of X over X/U ; the partial
projections and the relative diagonals give the face and degeneracy maps. This is a simplicial
scheme augmented toward X/U . Since X −→ X/U is a U -torsor, the C˘ech simplicial scheme is
isomorphic as a simplicial scheme to the bar simplicial scheme whose nth term is X × U×n. We
denote this scheme by X × U•. As X and π are affine, it follows that C˘(π) is a simplicial affine
scheme.
Given a quasi-coherent sheaf F on X/U , we can consider the simplicial sheaf on F on C˘(π)
induced by pull-back. As C˘(π) is an affine simplicial scheme, the spectral sequence of cohomo-
logical descent attached to the morphism π (see [SGA72] V.bis 2.5) degenerates and gives us a
complex
(7.2) C˘(π,F) = Γ(X/U,F) −→ Γ(X,π∗F) −→ Γ(X × U, p∗1F) −→ · · ·
whose i-th cohomology computes the group H i(X,F). Furthermore, the isomorphism of sim-
plicial schemes described in the previous paragraph identifies the groups H i(X/U,F) with the
group cohomology H i(U,Γ(X,π∗F)). With these notations, our proof is fairly streamlined.
Proof of Theorem 3.14. (i =⇒ ii). By the identifications of the previous paragraph, we see that
0 = H1(X/U,OX/U ) = H
1(U,Γ(X,OX )). Now we use the van Est spectral sequence; let us
recall the setup (see [Tel98] §6.1). Let Rep(U) denote the category of locally finite algebraic
U -modules, and similarly for Rep(u). There is a restriction functor ResU
u
: Rep(U) −→ Rep(u),
and this functor possesses a right adjoint functor IndU
u
of induction. Let (·)U denote the functor
of U -invariants and let (·)u denote the functor of u-invariants. The composite functor (IndU
u
(·))U
is isomorphic to the functor (·)u. If V is a u-module, we obtain a Grothendieck spectral sequence:
(7.3) Ep,q2 = H
p(U,RqInd(V )) =⇒ H∗(u, V ).
The U -action can be untwisted, and we obtain an isomorphism
(7.4) Ep,q2
∼= Hp(U,H
q
dR(U)⊗ V ) =⇒ H
∗(u, V ).
where HqdR(U) is the algebraic de Rham cohomology of U . Since U is connected, it acts trivially
on H∗dR(U) and each E
p,q
2 factors as a tensor product: H
p(U,Hq(U)⊗V ) ∼= H
p
dR(U)⊗H
p(U, V ).
The algebraic de Rham cohomology of U is trivial by homotopy invariance: U is isomorphic
to affine space and hence the spectral sequence degenerates and defines an isomorphism of u-
cohomology and U -cohomology. In particular, we see that H1(U,Γ(X,OX )) vanishes if and only
if H1(u,Γ(X,OX ))-vanishes.
(ii) =⇒ (iii). We can’t assume that the quotient X/U exists as a scheme, but as U is a
smooth k-group-scheme and X is a k-variety we can consider the Artin quotient stack [X/U ]
(see [LMB00] Chapter 3). The stack [X/U ] comes equipped with the universal atlasX −→ [X/U ].
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Furthermore, the coherent cohomology of any sheaf on [X/U ] can be computed as the cohomology
of the associated C˘ech complex as described in the paragraph just preceding this proof (See e.g.
[LMB00] §13.5). Using the argument of the previous paragraph identifying the u-cohomology of
Γ(X,OX ) and the U -cohomology of Γ(X,OX ), we see that H
1([X/U ],O[X/U ]) vanishes.
Since H1([X/U ],O[X/U ]) vanishes, all U -torsors on [X/U ] must be trivial, and hence the
morphism π : X −→ [X/U ] admits a section, i.e. a morphism s : [X/U ] −→ X. We claim that
such a morphism is necessarily representable. Indeed, as s is a section, s has the property that
the two composite morphisms are representable morphisms: sπ = Id[X/U ] and πs is a morphism
of schemes. The morphism X ×[X/U ] X −→ X × X is representable as well: it is canonically
isomorphic to the action map X × U −→ X ×X. It follows by [LMB00] Lemme 3.12 c(i), the
section s is a representable morphism. Now, any stack admitting a representable morphism to a
scheme must actually be an algebraic space by [LMB00] Lemme 3.12(a). It suffices to check that
the algebraic space [X/U ] is in fact an affine scheme. In this case, observe that the morphism
X −→ X×U is an affine morphism and thus by descent, the morphism [X/U ] −→ X is an affine
morphism. Since X is an affine scheme it follows by [Knu71] Chapter 2 Extension 3.8 that [X/U ]
is necessarily an affine scheme.
(iii) =⇒ (i). Suppose π : X −→ X/U is a trivial U -torsor. In this case, we have an
isomorphism X
∼
−→ X/U ×U . The unit morphism Spec k −→ U gives rise to a map X/U −→ X
that is a closed immersion and thus X/U is an affine scheme.
Remark 7.8. As a corollary of our proof, we see that the group H1(u, k[X]) is an invariant of
the action because it is identified with the group H1([X/U ], U).
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